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ALCOHOLISM IN INDUSTRY

Modern Procedures

ALCOHOLISMA TREATABLE EMPLOYEE ILLNESS
When an employee is hired nowadays it is frequently a lifetime contract. A ~iersori em~iloyed at 20, Maid an average
of $6,000 a year until retirement at 65 will have cost
$270,000 in direct salary.
With this amount of inziestment in an em~iloyee can any
business afford to neglect early and effective action when
alcoholism threatens the skills, ex~ierience and effectiveness

ojan employee
Companies which have tested alcoholism programs in
their em~iloyee relations ~irogram and as a dart of their
general company health ap~iroach, have found that the
strongest kind of incentive for the individual to accept and
coo~ierate in treatment for alcoholism is the personal value
and dignity of the job itself.
In 195'9—when The Christopher D. Smithers Foundation
received the coo~ieration of 3S leading U.S, business and industrial frms in pre~iaring its Foundation pam~ihlet "A
Basic Outline for A Company Program on Alcoholism"—
management in general throughout the nation zuas slowly
becoming aruare that the heretofore bafJ~ing and costly personnel ~iroblem of alcoholism could be contained through
constructive action.
Earlier in the 1950's the American Medical Association
had o~'icially declared alcoholism a disease. On this basis an
alcoholic employee zuas suffering from an illness and, moreover, an illness which modern methods had proven treatable. Management through experimental measures then
found in an increasing number of instances that there zuas
a sound ap~iroach to a ~iersonnel condition zuhieh formerly
had been considered too personal a matter, too inextricably

bound u~i with the private life of the individual embloyee,
to code with through com~iany action.
The pioneers in this movement to organize com~iany rehabilitation ~rogr~ms for alcoholicemployees,solidly backed
by com~iany policy and management affirmation were such
nationally-known firms as E. I, du Pont de Nemours dr Co.,
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Eastman Kodak Co. and Consolidated Edison Co. of Neru York.
While there were about 35 leading companies ruith such
~irograms in 1959, today there are over 300 firms which have
taken some constructive action toward decreasing the numbers of alcoholics on com~iany ~iayrolls. Whereas the traditiona.l company approach to detected alcoholism among em~loyees had been dismissal in years fast, today company
alcoholism ~rogranas have proven that over 50% of alcoholic
cases treated under these programs shore successful results
through a return to a haply every-day existence without
alcohol for the employee and his or her return to normal
usefulness for the company concerned.
Tor the sufferers themselves and their families, the resulting cost in human misery is incalculable.
Through e,~ective company programs for the successful
rehabilitation of the majority of alcoholic em~iloyees, management has found two important advantages:
1) The company has been able to reduce sizeable losses in
operating costs directly traceable to alcoholism among em~loyees as ruell as retain many valued employees in their
jobs.
2) An important and beneficial step has been taken by
management in the field of employee.relations.
The fenancial cost of such ~irograms is minimal. In most
cases these programs have been found to ~iay for themselves
through significant reductions in operating ex~ienses and increased ~iersonnel efficiency.

ALCOHOLISM IN INDUS'T'RY
by
PIEtOF. HARRISON M. TRICE
School of Industrial and L¢bor Relations
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

Prof. Harrison M. Trice is well-known throughout business and industrial
circles as a specialist on the problem of alcoholism among employees.
During his sabbatical year, on leave of absence from his faculty post at
Cornell, Prof. Trice joined the staff of The Christopher D. Smithers
Foundation from September 1, 1961 until September 1, 1962.
Prof. Trice devoted much of his time during that year toward further
intensive investigation in the business and industrial field on recent
developments by management in combating the problem of alcoholism
among employees.
Already known for his pamphlet "The Problem Drinker On the Job"
(published 1959, Bulletin #40, N. Y. State School of Industrial and
Labor Relations, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.) Prof. Trice has
now written this new Foundation pamphlet as further help to management in combating alcoholism as a major personnel problem. Now
in its Fourth Printing (1971), Prof. Trice has added results of recent
field investigations, particularly in relation to union reactions and
cooperation in employee alcoholism programs.
Prof. Trice hereinexamines the essential"basics" of a successful program
for the rehabilitation of alcoholic employees, considers these various sections in detail, points out their inter-dependence on each other — so that
a total successful company effort may be made in reducing the prevalence
of alcoholism among the company's total personnel.
Written in a practical "down-to-earth" manner, Prof. Trice's pamphlet
is founded upon actual contacts in the workaday world of business and
industry and reflects the basic conclusions he has reached after personal
interviews with many company executives and union officials — medical
directors, personnel managers, industrial nurses, safety directors, shop
stewards, employee relations specialists, supervisors, foremen and other key
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people who come in contact with working personnel every working day.
These interviews have taken place in many companies in a variety of
industries.
The Smithers Foundation feels that this pamphlet brings into proper
focus the essential "basics" which are encountered and must be treated in
proper perspective from top-management down through the ranks of
supervisors and foremen in dealing with alcoholism as an illness among
employees.
The eight chapter headings (which follow) take up in detail the various
segments which form a company program on alcoholism ending with
"the $64 question" —how to motivate the alcoholic employee himself
to accept treatment under company direction?
Through the basic approach of Prof. Trice, the Smithers Foundation
hopes that management in U.S. business and industry can more expertly
further its overall attack on what has become in recent years known as
"The Billion Dollar Hangover" —the annual cost of alcoholism among
employees in our nation's economy.
As Prof. Trice states: "Now that a substantial number of companies
have developed a treatment approach (for alcoholism among employees)
many others are showing interest. This bulletin is designed to help move
this interest toward concrete action."
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INTl~ EDUCTION

CHAPTER I

In many ways current efforts to "do something" about alcoholism are
merely extensions of traditional definitions and conflicts. Thus there is a
heavy trend toward government-supported treatment and research programs, paralleling the involvement of government during the prohibition
era. The persistent, deep-seated image of the alcoholic as a late-stage
"lush" continues to influence doctors,jurists, and educators despite a lessening of the moral stigma.
Skid Row remains an obsession out of all proportion to its numbers and
treatment potential. Alcoholism, as an illness, is still closely identified with
welfare work, with the persistent notion that social and public welfare
agencies are the vehicles for treatment.
In other words, those who work in the alcoholism field today run the
grave risk of merely reviving old definitions and emphases, thus putting
them in new and modern garb, rather than producing a genuinely new
approach.
This booklet aims at reducing this risk. It does so by making a simple
assumption: alcoholism and its treatment must become a part of the pivotal,
basic institutions of our society rather than isolated in welfare agencies
and among social workers.
First and foremost among our basic institutions is the business world
made up of management' and labor. Ours is a business civilization. The
values of the business community receive support and reinforcement in
school, religion and mass media. The central position of the business
world in the power structure of American life is clear cut, almost obvious.
To the extent that business managements and labor unions, both large and
small, develop realistic policies about alcoholics, and follow through on
them, will the traditional mold be broken and effective action taken.
Consequently what follows is an effort to help business firms of all types
think through the essentials of a company program for the rehabilitation of
alcoholic employees.
It is no "canned" program, no blueprint. Rather it is an attempt to
deal with the common problem facing practically any organization which
wants to explore setting up a program. The "basics" a company will face
are considered, leaving to any particular concern the fitting of these basics
to their own requirements.
One fundamental belief lies behind all that is said herein: a truly basic
change toward alcoholism will occur when American business and labor
act realistically. And perhaps an even more basic belief lies just under this
one: the possibility for wide-spread, effective results when business and
labor do act to combat alcoholism as an employee health problem in an
ever-increasing number of companies. This concerted action will be so
much greater than the potential elsewhere within the framework of
American life that even the most skeptical will come to slowly realize that
alcoholism is a "respectable" disease among American citizens, that it
should bear no stigma, and that the disease is treatable in a majority of
instances.

CENTRAL ROLE OF TAE WORK WORLD IN
REHABILITATING ALCOHOLICS
For numerous reasons the work world has a big part to play in setting the
stage for the recovery of alcoholics. In many ways it has more to offer than
other parts of American society. Reasons for this are numerous and simple.

Aids Early Case Finding
Developing alcoholics in the early and early-middle stages of the disorder
continue to work actively at a job. So they are regularly in an on-going
situation where they are visible to bosses, fellow workers, and union
people. Thus the early and middle symptoms of alcoholism can be seen and
identified on the job. True it is that the earliest signs are skillfully covered
at work by the alcoholic employee. But as the middle symptoms begin to
appear they are readily visible. It is also true that certain jobs are mobile,
somewhat isolated, and often free from supervision. But these are a small
minority of jobs. Most jobs by their very nature — schedules, routines,
inspection —act to expose clues of alcoholism.
It is not difficult for a supervisor to observe a repeated decline in work
performance. At first it will be spotty, but as the illness progresses, over-all
work effectiveness will decline. Indeed the boss can hardly fail to notice
it in most cases. Various forms of absenteeism, including unusual kinds
such as leaving a job for a sizeable block of time, are equally obvious.
At first the boss will not notice too much and the alcoholic employee
will go to great lengths to cover up, but, again, signs will soon become
apparent. For example, he will notice the unusual excuses that pile up to
explain absences —even to the point of flagrant, open lies. The same could
be said for mood changes after drinking — especially after noontime drinking —for spasmodic work pace, and for such physical clues as red or
bleary eyes, hand tremors, and flushed face.
Indeed it is difficult to accept the oft-heard description of the "hidden"
alcoholic on the job. Beyond doubt the earliest signs are not too visible,
are well covered by the employee. But relatively soon various clues begin to
appear on the job. These are correspondingly early in the illness so they can
help identify the illness at a time when therapy has a better chance of
succeeding.
Of course, the term "hidden" may well be true of executive alcoholics
who have excellent opportunities to camouflage themselves. The same
might be said for doctors and scientists who work in industry. But for the
majority it is difficult to see how their developing alcoholism can be hidden

for very long from those in direct, regular day-to-day contact with them.
Higher echelons of management may not observe them. Staff people who
are also removed from the specific work place may likewise be unaware
of them. But their immediate supervisors and face-to-face fellow workers
in all likelihood observe many of the on-the-job signs of alcoholism in its
earlier forms.
It is less likely that those close to the problem drinker on the job will
always connect what they observe with incipient alcoholism. On the other
hand there is a good chance that such linkage can be made, It is not too
difficult to put "two and two" together, although definite errors are a
hazard. It is reasonable to say, however, that training can aid in bringing
about an awareness of what various alcoholism signs mean.

Work World Has a Simple Defin~it~on
A second reason why the work world can greatly contribute to recovery
from alcoholism is its emphasis on performance. Because doing a good
job — "getting the job done" — is a core value in the work world, it is in a
unique position to define early and middle symptoms as undesirable and
disruptive. One of the chief job features of employed alcoholics is their
repeated poor work. So the malady produces a direct violation of a basic
work value. This gives all levels of management a clear basis for entering
an employee's private life. It gives the union a simple reason to join with
management in support of a treatment policy.
Recurrent poor job performance due to the use of alcohol becomes a
simple, direct and clear definition of alcoholism. Compared with the
definitions of the clinic and research project, this is the essence of simplicity. It avoids the complex. As such it is easily understood by busy
supervisors as well as the alcoholic employee himself. Alcoholism is simply
repeated poor work because of the way the employee uses alcohol. This in
turn has a bad effect on smooth job operations as far as the boss, peers,
and union representatives are concerned.
By using this simple key to what alcoholism is, two very basic things
happen. First, the behavior is seen as undesirable. This definition does not
come from home or church, but from an unsentimental, practical, "hardheaded," work world. It does not provide any prestige at all for the early
and middle symptoms of alcoholism as is often the case. Rather it calls
"a spade a spade" in a simple manner, linking it with easily-understood
job behavior.
Secondly, the definition helps "clear the air" generally. Americans have
been traditionally mixed up about alcohol, both praising and blaming it
for all kinds of results. Definitions of alcoholism — especially those that
include the earlier symptoms —have suffered from this confusion. Industry

has the unique opportunity of providing clarity by firmly and consistently defining alcoholism as recurrent unsatisfactory job performance
due to the use of alcohol. In addition awide-spread use of such a definition would help reduce the historical "wet-dry" battle over alcohol.
This traditional struggle has produced a moralizing, crusading atmosphere. The calm, detached tone of the job-oriented definition acts to
put the behavior in an illness category where it can be treated rather
than argued about.

Can Use Constructive Canfrantatian,
A third feature of business and industry makes them especially able to
cope with alcoholism. Because the work place is typically organized
around authority, the definition of alcoholism can be given to any alcoholic employee in an atmosphere of "crisis precipitation.".In other
worc~,s, not only can there be a simple, easily-understood definition, but
there can be tied to this definition an inevitable result should alcoholism continue: some form of job loss. Examples: lay-offs without
pay; grade reduction, some seniority loss and termination.
Applied in an impersonal fashion, but underscoring a positive offer of
treatment help as its main feature, this sanction is probably the most readily
available way for getting the developing alcoholic to "face-up" to his
problem. Obviously such use of authority must be tailored to the individual
differences of specific cases. Also obvious is the fact that this approach is
not acure-all. But compared to possible action by home or church it probably has more "teeth" in it. So it must be ranked very high among available
tools. In short, an e~ectiae ¢ppro¢ch to the problem of alcoholism calls
for the development of ner.~, authoritative group sanctions. Job centered
definitions, treatment, and sanctions offer an excellent source in our society
for these needed forces.
Never believe that the job is no longer important in a person's life, nor
that its loss is easily accepted. Work, and the work place, continue to play
an important role for Americans, especially men. Despite awide-spread
reduction of the skill content of job, it still occupies a central position in
our lives, Eighty per cent of a recent national sample of adult men said
they would continue to work even if they could get along easily without
working. In addition, retirement often brings with it a sense of loss at no
longer performing a job. This feeling occurs among employees in a wide
range of occupations. Both of these points show the value of the job in
the lives of large numbers of people. Finally, unemployment is obviously
demoralizing, showing thereby the importance of being employed.
In addition'to emotional needs for work, there are also increased economic benefits in the job. "Fringes" of every conceivable kind have been
added to the cash incomes of millions of jobs. Seniority due to union membership adds a second economic investment. It represents in the minds of

many employees a degree of job ownership similax to home ownership
after years of mortgage payments.
While the emotional and economic values of jobs remain high, so does
the work routine and discipline that organizes them. Thus in manufacturing
and retail trades the number of planners, supervisors, schedulers, and
coordinators is growing. On large numbers of jobs the timing and sequence
of tasks has never been so specifically spelled out for the employee. Not
only does the typical employee have many investments in the job; he usually
does his job in a network of controls and routine. These usually make his
work behavior highly visible to bosses and fellow workers.
A developing alcoholic is therefore usually unable to treat a job threat
lightly, especially if it is connected with constructive chances for treatment.
He knows that the results of his alcoholism can be seen and defined due
to work routines and disciplines. For once in the progress of his illness he
faces a situation he cannot manipulate or stall. Many potential behavior
problems are held in check by such firm, easily understood social pressures
even though there is still some emotional crippling as a result.
Finally, such sanctions and the treatment offer linked to them can reach
a mass of developing alcoholics provided there is wide-spread acceptance
by industry and business. Compared with such agencies as welfare and
social services, the work world can influence and educate literally millions.

Supervisors Have a Readiness to Act
But all is not impersonal, cold-blooded authority on the job by any
means. The work world contains one of the most important, emotionally charged relationships in practically everyone's life—the 'MANBOSS RELATIONSHIP. Here is an agent almost without peer for
identifying, defining, and applying a policy of "crisis precipitation" to
alcoholism. As such the supervisor, regardless of his level in management, is a fourth reason why the work world can play such a big part
in attacking alcoholism.
With all due respect to spouses it can be reasonably concluded that of
the various non-alcoholics in his life, the man-boss relation has the most
promise for "doing something" effective about the problem-drinking employee. In a fair number of cases he is without a spouse; indeed, he may ~e
without relatives of any kind.
Why is the man-boss situation of such importance? The boss of a
developing alcoholic takes the brunt of alcoholism on the job. It is he
who must frequently face the unpleasant problems of replacements for
absenteeism, of poor job performance, and of fear of incidents. It is he
who never knows what to expect and so has one employee less to rely on
when he plans his work. Could we get inside the head of this boss we
would probably hear him say: "If I had two like this guy it would drive

me nuts, and if I had three I would ask for early retirement." In other
words, there is a readiness-to-act in his practical, on-going, situation that
just isn't available anywhere else.
Furthermore,most bosses of alcoholics do not engage in deliberate, willful
cover-up of the condition. They may for a short time, but soon they
are pressured in two directions at the same time — toward helping the
worker manage the problem,on the one hand,and toward "reporting" him,
on the other. Rather than "cover-up," the boss is in a "seesaw" situation.
It all adds up to classic indecision. So most bosses of alcoholics are ripe
for help from their- companies and usually welcome a way out of their
dilemma,
The difficult "spot" the boss of an alcoholic employee finds himself in is
underscored when the impact of alcoholism on the job is compared with
other behavior disorders. Neuroses and psychoses, for example, often do not
affect the job as much as we are prone to believe. Or, if they do, it is in
a sudden, dramatic incident about which there can be no indecision: the
only action left open to the supervisor is removal from the job for a long
time for treatment.
But the alcoholic employee often presents a frustrating mixture of poor
work and able performance, charming and disagreeable personality, hard
work and rank negligence. The boss' eyeview is one of effective job per=
formance mixed with an annoying, unpredictable loss of effectiveness and
dependability. He never knows what to expect. But just when he believes
his "headache" is intolerable, his problem-drinking worker "snaps out of
it" and looks good again. Nothing like this "tug of war" starts when the
supervisor works with the neurotic or even the psychotic. The response to
them is usually a consistent one, regardless of whether it is favorable or
unfavorable. This probably helps to explain why many companies rank
alcoholism above these mental illnesses as a personnel problem —some at
a 2 to 1 rate.
Matters aren't improved much for the boss by the prospect of early
discharge, transfer, or quitting, Despite the highly publicized "firing" of
alcoholics, they show no unusual job changing features when compared
with non-alcholics in the same occupations. In short, early and middle
stage alcoholics are not "job hoppers" in any unusual way. In practical
terms the immediate supervisor is more often' than not "stuck." If the
illness is not arrested, the alcoholic may eventually get fired, but it will
then be too late for it to do much good.

Impact on Job
In sum, the impact of alcoholism on the job situation is considerable. It
centers around the difficulties of the immediate boss and poor work. Since
9

industry and business regard supervisors as a major asset, and work production as a basic value, they have strong reasons for considering alcoholism
a personnel problem. To these major impact factors can be added numerous
other problems. There is a proportionate number of alcoholics among
management personnel. But their impact on the company is far greater
than the effect of nonmanagerial personnel who are alcoholic. The shock
of the alcoholic manager on the lives of many people makes the problem
among them far more acute. Finally, there are many non-alcoholic employees whose work performance is damaged by an alcoholic spouse —
worry about him or her, absenteeism because of caring for spouse, etc.

The Professional and Executive Alcoholic Employee
The specific impact of the executive and professional alcoholic employee should be underscored. Not only do the poor decisions made by
such a person expose the company to situations that may be very detrimental to it, but the tremendous investment in such personnel, in
terms of time, experience, and money, makes him one of the biggest
costs the organization can bear in terms of alcoholism.
There is substantial evidence to indicate that such persons often go
through the entire progression of alcoholism without anyone knowing
it. Very frequently he continues to give a surface appearance of functioning well,, but actually his entire role is almost totally impaired.
Under such conditions there emerges informal patterns of support that
surround him and protect him from therapy and treatment.
For example, in the case of three alcoholic presidents intensively
studied recently, in all instances a protective clique emerged which
enveloped the alcoholic executive in a cocoon which effectively isolated
him from the rest of the organization. The clique members satisfied
personal ambitions for power and materialistic gains while, the executive continued to drink without the threat of job or status loss. In all
three instances much of the power in the president's position was extracted and decentralized to the clique members. The alcoholic presidents became pawns in the organizational struggle for power.
Also in all three instances the protective clique was able to control
the president and in effect take over his powers by the simple threat of
exposure. Thus, the very process of labeling the president as alcoholic
served as a weapon for this clique whereby they gained informal power
and control over the president. As a consequence of his protection by
such tight-knit cliques, other company executives are prevented from
getting a firm grasp on the realities that exist in their organizations.
The same would apply to other types of executives and professionals.
In short, the executive or the professional is cut off from vital informa-

tion concerning the operation of his organization. He knows only what
is told him by the protective group of only a few. Furthermore,
this small group exercises a role defining power of the executive as an
alcoholic. In sum, they treat him as an alcoholic and he responds in
kind. All in all, through control over the channels of communication in
the process of exclusion, the inner group perpetuates the pathological
drinking and retains its hold on the effective power of the organization.
Such a situation can produce severe morale problems, severe communication problems, and bring on decisions which can irreparably damage the organization for years. Consequently, it seems reasonable to
assume that the "cost" of the alcoholic employee to his organization is
disproportionately large in the case of the executive and professional.
Furthermore, it seems reasonable to believe that alcoholism develops
with career and does not typically carry over from experiences in college and adolescent years just subsequent to college. Recent studies
strongly suggest that college drinking patterns do not carry over into
the development of alcoholism in later mid-life. Rather, it seems that
the development of alcoholism coincides with certain career experience
of the executive within organizational life. The organizational facCOr
is just defined, i.e., the informal power struggle, the labeling process,
personal dependencies and protective clique patterns, are definitely
factors in the development of the alcoholic executive.
Furthermore, it seems reasonable to believe, and there is some good
evidence to suggest, that particular kinds of occupational experiences,
apart from organizational life, concide sharply with the development
of alcoholism. For example, occupational obsolescence, its implication
for demotion and its increased social isolation, formed the definite experience of numerous executive alcoholics as they moved into the middle stages of their disorder. In practical terms the following conclusion
emerges: first, the impact of the alcoholic and professional executive is
disproportionately much greater than the impact of the unskilled and
blue-collar alcoholic worker. Secondly, there seems to be substantial
reason to believe that forces within occupational and organizational life
definitely contribute their part to the development of alcoholic disorders.

Combined Influence of Both Management and Labor
A final reason why the work world can contribute heavily to the treatment
of alcoholics is because it can bring to bear the influence of two potent
institutions — management and unions — at the same time. If both of
these can confront the problem in a collective manner, there is a combined
force that is available nowhere else in our society.

Together these two influences in many employees' lives offers the most
concentrated possibility for action we have. True home and church, in
combination, can often exert a decided influence on the alcoholic. But
their influence is also more intermittent, less immediate, and often without
the impersonal authority of union combined with management.
The union member tends to see the union as a means of protection on
the job. The alcoholic who is a union member thinks of manipulating this
protection to his advantage. If he confronts a situation where the union
tells him, in effect, the same thing his supervisor tells him, he is more
likely to re-think his situation and accept the treatment offered him. Above
all, if the union will not challenge management in administering a constructive policy, then the alcoholic employee cannot play one against the
other. Far better, of course, is the joint use of a similar policy.

4. Willingness of supervisors to use a policy and program
5. Acceptance of treatment by alcoholic employee
6. Long-term operation of the program
The following pages will explore each of these parts, emphasizing their
dependency on each other. It is obvious that, for example, willingness
of the immediate supervisor of an alcoholic employee to use a company
program is of little value unless'he has the support of aclearly-stated, wellcommunicated company policy. Similarly, without treatment facilities there
is little value in early case finding. In other words, to be e~ectiae any ~irogram needs to recognize the dependence of these carious darts on each
other so that a total e$ort is made, not a ,biecerraeal one.
But immediately it should be noted that such an effort does not call for
any unusual investment of time, money, or personnel. Indeed, in many
ways there is no need for any at all. Personnel policy exists in,any organization by the very fact that it is an on-going organization. A policy on alcoholism is merely an addition to that already present body of policy. Therapy
is often available from community facilities for only a nominal charge. If
not, many companies already have medical personnel who can become
knowledgeable. Early case finding knowledge can easily be incorporated
into supervisory and managerial training. In one way or another most
companies engage in such training.
Training situations also contain the opportunity to motivate supervisors.
A realistic discussion, using conference leadership and case methods, can
aim directly at how the typical supervisor reacts to an alcoholic employee.
Literature for such training is available at modest costs.
Certainly it is not costly to approach and try to motivate the employee
who suffers from alcoholism. It is a paxt of the supervisory role to work
with, understand, and help employees with their personal problems. The
strategy that will work requires a different approach than is usually used,
but .can be easily understood. Finally, it costs very little, especially when
compared with over-all costs of such employees, to sustain a program for
a substantial period of time. Since it involves only a modest investment to
begin with, it will cost very little to continue. In addition, the return in
personnel salvage can be expected to increase with time.

Necessary Parts of ct Company Program
But how can these job influences be turned into specific action? It is clear
that the work world can offer much. It is also clear that the potential has
not been used as much as it could — compared with efforts to use facilities such as welfare agencies, courts, and hospitals. In short, there has
been a tendency to use facilities that work from alate-stage focus, reflecting a skid-row image and stigma.
On the other hand, there has been a definite start made toward effective
industrial action. Many individual companies have mature programs,
having developed a treatment approach as much as fifteen years ago. Still
others are exploring, considering, experimenting. There are no signs that
those companies who started programs have dropped them — indeed, some
are currently expanding them. Specialized industrial groups such as industrial physicians are growing more interested yearly.
In other words, the potential present in the work world shows every sign
of being realized more fully. Beyond doubt the immediate future will see
the role of industry expand sharply. Now that a substantial number of
companies have successfully developed a treatment approach many others
are showing an interest. This bulletin is designed to help move this interest to concrete action.
Although there are many ways to express a company program on alcoholism, there are certain necessities common to all approaches. Each of
these factors are necessary, but no one of them operating alone is sufficient
to bring substantial results. The parts of a successful program are:
1. Personnel policy
2. Available therapy
3. Early identification knowledge
12
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CHAPTER II

BASIC POLICY: ITS STRATCGY ANI) ~TSE
In formulating a company policy, certain "basics" need to be considered:
I. Top management must define alcoholism among its employees
as a health problem, requiring therapy.
2. The company intends to take a treatment attitude toward this
health problem among its employees, offering assistance in securing therapy.
3. But after a reasonable opportunity for progress, some form of job
loss will definitely occur unless there is improvement in work.
4. This basic policy will be communicated widely by policy-making
officers with their full approval.
Naturally any individual company will tailor these basic points to its
own particular situation and conditions. Current company programs show
a wide variety of ways to express these essentials. The four "basics" are,
however, essential if a company wants to form a constructive policy toward
the difficult personnel problem of alcoholism.
But there are also specific strategies that will help launch these basics.
If there is a labor union in the company, its inclusion in some way at the
earliest moment in forming and issuing the basic policy will make its use
much simpler later. It is most helpful if the policy at first gives the alcoholism program independent status among personnel policies, but gradually blends it with general health policies as it becomes understood and
accepted. The alcoholism policy should be carefully scrutinized to reduce
any hint of "crusading" or unnecessary fanfare. In this connection it should
take pains to distinguish between heavy drinking and alcoholism. To carry
this out the policy should state its reliance on recurring on-the-job clues.
Such considerations will probably raise the need to clarify the company's
attitude toward .alcohol in job-related situations. It is helpful to state
clearly how the company regards the role of alcohol in job performance and
in informal company life.
Finally, a policy is more effectively launched if it recognizes that one of
its chief goals, if not its main goal, is to help the immediate supervisor of
an alcoholic case. The policy is aimed at helping him cope with and motivate such an employee to accept treatment. An adjunct of this approach is
the need to state that support for a supervisor by the immediate chain of
command just above him is imperative.
Once formed and stated, there remains the question of spelling out how
it will actually work —the mechanics that enable a policy to follow
through as well as take care of its communication. Will there be a formal
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procedure? How will coordination of effort be carried out? How are final
decisions made? How will "lip service" be avoided? These are mechanical
questions that a policy must spell out.
At the same time a policy should carry its own communication prescriptions. Wiil a company-wide, mass communications approach be used?
What role will the medical department play? Where and by whom will
training be done?
In broad outline this is the overview of an ideal personnel policy on
alcoholic employees. It is, however, too sketchy for practical use — it is
only a skeleton on which there is little meat. So it is appropriate to fill it
in with more detail about policy content, strategy and use.

The "Why" of Each Basic Point
First, what are the reasons behind the "basics"? There need be no question about alcoholism being a health problem of a severe nature. As the
disorder progresses there are both physical and psychological symptoms that
mark the disorder as crippling. For example, appetite is badly damaged.
Withdrawal symptoms, or "hangovers," slowly become very pronounced,
leaving the sufferer unable to concentrate on the job. He begins to be
grossly untruthful to the point of complete self-deception. His self-hate
produces guilt so that he works spasmodically in "spurts."
In short, he is sick in numerous ways. Probably the most obvious part
of the illness is his lack of ability to control his drinking short of definite
drunkenness. Thus his illness is not a matter of moral weakness, but a condition in which he is literally unable to stop driniting once he starts. A
practical expression of this diagnosis is the sharp trend in the direction
of accepting alcoholism as a disease by those who provide insurance coverage. It is, however, an illness with,. many aspects and so does not easily
fit into the traditional psychiatric lakiel. As a matter of fact it is better
to avoid such names and rather think in terms of "alcoholism," or "problem drinking."
At first the alcoholic employee avoids absenteeism, but as .his disease
continues his sick absences mount sharply. At the same time there is a
tendency for alcohol-related illnesses to increase. Upper respiratory disorders, plus various forms of gastritis are numerous and continue to be
aggravated by repeated use of alcohol. At this point his drinking is clearly
deviant — sharply more and at unusual times and occasions. Job performance declines as these symptoms appear and his immediate boss must deal
repeatedly with a difficult supervisory problem that makes undue demands
on his time.
The second "basic" —that the company will help the alcoholic employee
find treatment aid, but if it does not produce reasonable results, discharge
will result —rests squarely on the impact of the illness on the work situa15

So if a company forms and uses a simple, straightforward policy defining
alcoholism as a difficult health problem about which it will provide realistic help it will, in effect, be reducing the confusion. Actually our whole
society is confused over what alcohol should mean. It is both revered and
damned. The same quandary characterizes reaction to the developing alcoholic. As a result there is usually floundering and indecision on the part
of those around him, permitting him to progress more and more into the
disorder. Any company who simply defines alcoholism as a health problem
that should be treated, but with definite discharge if progress does not
take place, is making a solid contribution to clarity.
But unless these "basics" are announced openly in writing by top policymaking officials of a company, they lose much of their force —the fourth
"basic." There is a formal authority structure in practically all companies
that must put its full weight behind such a policy change before it will be
recognized and acted upon. Indications that this backing is lacking can
be very crippling. This authority provides the cornerstone for supervisory
action and for motivating the alcoholic employee himself. There is a
tendency for supervision to be indecisive anyway so the policy needs to be
emphatically stated and consistently supported. Otherwise informal practices can make it void even though it is formally stated. Also there is a
definite possibility that mere "lip-service" will creep in —this danger underscores further the need for a strong, emphatic, fully-supported policy statement, written out clearly and eventually widely circulated.

tion. There are substantial numbers of sufferers in practically all companies
— 3°Jo is a good figure. They have frequently been good,capable employees,
except for their alcoholism.
Their presence, however, hampers smooth operation of the work unit.
So the policy indicates the intention of the company to help the victims
of such a disorder seek treatment. Elaborate psychoanalysis is probably
unnecessary. Often a fair adjustment to life can be made without unusual
treatment. The policy implies the company will make'an effort to identify,
motivate, and, in some manner, make reasonable treatment facilities available.Itimplies they will do it in much the same way they would for cancer,
heart trouble and other basic illnesses.
But this treatment opportunity is offered against a clear, often-repeated
background: if there is no progress, if a reasonable prognosis is not fulfilled, the alcoholic will be fired, without hesitation or vacillation —the
third "basic." Even though this is negative motivation iY has some definite
possibilities. There are often numerous kinds of job investments that he
has made such as seniority. Loss of income is also a difficult prospect to
face. Typically he has been able to manipulate his environment so that he
could avoid clear-cut definitions of his condition. Now, however, he is
faced with an unalterable fact of life. This may well be the first step in his
motivation to accept his problem. In the argot of Alcoholics Anonymous,
he is being helped to "hit bottom."
But he is not put in a permanent position of being labeled alcoholic by
any means. Ufi~iermost in the policy is an emphasis on a "way out." As a
part of company procedure he can give up his alcoholic classification
without permanent labeling. By responding to the therapy offered and
improving his work performance he can re-enter normal work life. Thus
he is not trapped into a label that is beyond removal.
The individual nature of the prognoses should always be kept in mind
when considering this "basic," It may be necessary to resort to discharge
for one case on the basis of individual differences in progression, physical
health, etc. yet retain a second employee because his prognosis is less favorable and requires more time. This point needs careful emphasis since it
may not look like equal treatment for all. It is at this point that the
industrial physician plays his most crucial role. The policy must rely on
his professional standing to explain discharge action or lack of it.
These basics help •immeasurably to define a condition that has probably
been poorly defined in the past. Early symptoms are not seen in our society
as indicating the possibility of an illness. Many of them are actually
rewarded with prestige rather than looked upon as undesirable symptoms
of a severe health problem. For example, drinking others "under the table"
is often looked upon with favor as showing one can "hold his liquor."
Actually it is a sign that the risk of becoming an alcoholic has gone up.
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At First, Policy Needs Independent Standing
But this basic policy can be launched with more chances of success if
certain strategic actions and positions are taken — as outlined above.
The need to give the policy independent standing among other personnel
policies for a substantial amount of time is prominent among them. Because
of the traditional confusion and emotion over alcoholism there is a
tendency to shunt it to one side, to ignore it. Resistance in many quarters
is "par for the course." Members of management are apt to say: "I have
heard, but I do not accept'." So it is necessary to give the policy independence and a degree of "spotlighting" for a reasonable time. In other
words, give it its rightful place for a sufficient time for it to become widely
understood and acted upon.*

'"Often the following reaction is heard: "We don't have a policy on pneumonia,
why one on alcoholism"? True, but alcoholism is still struggling to throw off the
moral stigma of the past, while pneumonia is fully accepted as a disease without
disgrace.

I
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It is felt that if labor were given a meaningful role to play in the
levelopment of a joint policy they would move in a cooperative direcion rather than in a hostile one.
It is quite possible for a union to take the initiative and start a proram keeping management well informed concerning its efforts and
eery early in the process inviting management to join in the planning
end execution of a common policy and program.
This has been observed in industries characterized by small producrs and contractors, such as the construction and garment industries.
Actual field investigations have shown joint efforts between large
locals and large employers definitely existed. In these instances alcoholism committees made up of members of both management and
unions, with both sides having an equal voice, engaged in decision
making concerning an alcoholic employee. This type also had an informal aspect to it: specifically one side or another informally consulted the other before even going to the committee. In this instance
there were no observations of "going formal," i.e., taking the case to
the grievance procedure with the ultimate possibility of going all the
way to arbitration.
Research in the field uncovered instances of nation-wide collectively
bargained mental health programs, including alcoholism, setting up a
specific pattern of joint effort of governing the way both management
and unions would actively handle a case of an alcoholic employee.
Presently the AFL-CIO Community Services are actively exploring
labor-management agreements about alcoholism and other emotional
disorders as one of their main objectives.
As noted earlier the combined weight of both union and management is
obviously more effective than management alone. Certainly a hostile union
can cripple the practical operation of a policy if it has a false notion of it.
Certainly, too, management has the right to formulate such programs
and administer them as they see fit. Decisions by the National Labor
Relations Board establish this point beyond doubt: management does not
have to tolerate the alcoholic employee, There are numerous precedents
in the grievance procedure to show this.
But an uncooperative union can badly stall the use of a treatment policy
by supervisors and employees. Bosses will become concerned about getting
"mixed up with the union," while alcoholic employees will use the union's
protective role as a way to deny his drinking problem. So if management
uses its legal position it will merely be defeating the treatment purpose of
its policy.
It seems fax better to understand how the union tends to react in such
situations, and approach the union within that framework. First, the
traditional role of the union is to protect its members against alleged unfair

Avoid Crusading
At the same time it is important to avoid as much as possible all signs of
"crusading" and overzealousness. It is very easy when writing such a policy,
to fall into a moralizing "latter day" prohibitionism. It is well to launch
such a policy within limited management circles first, expanding its communication steadily to all segments of the company. In other words, it is
often best to prove a policy first, i.e., develop it quietly before there is too
much issuance of a formal statement.
A good case can also be made for avoiding mass publicity outside the
company. This merely adds to the possibility of the policy being seen as
a revival of the wet-dry struggle in a new garb. The slogan could well be:
"Quietly, but firmly and without fanfare." Too much publicity can lead
to charges of "coddling," which, in turn, may bring about a "tightening
up" that produces a change before the policy has had a chance to operate.
Furthermore, such tightening tends to give supervisors the fear that using
a policy inevitably means discharge.

Select a Favorable Time
It is often desirable to wait for a favorable ,time to launch a policy. A
rash of discipline cases involving alcoholics may make for a timely offering.
The medical department may report a rise in medical complications
associated with alcohol excesses. Within management there may develop a
discontent over the way some cases are summarily discharged while others
are tolerated. A prominent case may develop within management eircles.
If the prospect of an opportune situation like one of these is good, a policy
can be made to coincide or follow just after.

Include the Union
Next, if a union is present, the policy will be strengthenedunmensely
if every effort is made to involve the union before and during the official
launching. This does not mean that a company need include the union
in its original decision to develop a policy. Most managements reject any
situation where the union might directly invade specific decision-making
rights. It does mean, however, that a unionized company needs to tell the
union officials as soon as possible the nature of the policy. This permits
discussion and explanation of the policy.
Recent observations of the way some unions react (1971) to employee alcoholism programs may be summed up in the following
quote: "We .look at each sacalled alcoholic case individually; sometimes we go along, sometimes we go to grievance and we have gone all
tlxe way to arbitration."
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treatment. Members expect it to go through this function, so it does. But
usually they fulfill this role, where alcoholism cases are concerned, on an
informal basis and tend to avoid formal grievance procedures if possible.
In short, they are performing the protective function, without taking a
specific case too far.
If management will keep the negotiations at this level, taking pains
to explain the nature of alcoholism and its policy, the union can go through
its defense of the case without taking a firm stand as it would have to do if
the case went to the grievance procedure. Once there the union will be
fully committed to defense, claiming such things as insu$icient warning,
poor diagnosis, and no measure for alleged poor performance of work. In
short, rarely is anything of a therapeutic nature gained by "going formal."
Second, naturally the union wants to feel "in on it," i.e., the policy.
They want to be able to tell the alcoholic member that they can help him
get treatment and "another chance." Often local union officials are aware
of the problem and realize the futility of defending the problem drinker.
But they also need an opportunity to be identified with the policy, to
claim cooperation and inclusion,
They often tend to adopt- a participating role if given an opportunity.
They can appreciate the nature of the illness, the increased effect if there
is cooperation, the need for clear job sanctions in case of poor progress.
The shop steward often shares the "headache" of a problem drinker with
the supervisor. Fellow members often resent this employee and make this
known to the union steward.
Management can more effectively develop and begin its policy if it will
realize the need of the union to be informed of developments and to be
identified with them in some way. If informally the union is prepared for
a policy, and if management understands the union's need to informally
perform a protective function, then management's perogatives can be
fully recognized, but intense union resistance can be avoided.
In such an atmosphere it is much easier to explain that the "salvage
of some means the firing of some," based on individual assessment. This is
probably the most difficult, practical point for unions to accept. They are
much more likely to do so if they have had an opportunity to be identified
with the policy at an early stage of its writing. It should be added that
there may be members of Alcoholics Anonymous among union officials.
If so, and they offer their help, they can be very effective in developing an
informal appreciation of a policy.

Suggestions For Union Involvement
Where management has developed a program, the union can make
several important contributions to it. In the first place, since he works
in day to day contact with the employees, the union steward is in an
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excellent position to recognize a developing alcoholic worker. The
union steward is also in an excellent position to exert pressure on the
alcoholic to seek the kind of treatment help he needs. Because of his
close personal relationship with the alcoholic, the steward can talk
"man to man" with him and get him to go to treatment. The steward
can also point out the necessity for some constructive pressure on the
developing alcoholic to the wife,
In short, he can underscore the essential aspect of some form of
crisis precipitation. He can educate union members to realize that
although alcoholism is a clear cut disorder, and in its later stages a
true illness, it is still a unique one. It is unique in that it calls for a
crisis precipitation before the alcoholic will accept therapy or alter his
own behavior himself. The steward can add immeasurably to the entire program by consistently pointing out the need for this kind of
experience in the alcoholic's life. In the process he can catch the alcoholic before his problem reaches the stage of intense company involvement.
The union steward can also perform a very valuable function as a
link in a communication chain along which flows the information
about the company program. If the steward backs the company program and sells it to his membership, the program is likely to receive
considerably more employee support. In the eyes of the employees,
information which comes from the union is more "believable" than
the same information from the company. So, by talking up and explaining the company program, the union steward can do a great
deal to further the objectives of that program.
When the recalcitrant union member, who is the developing alcoholic, has refused the aid informally offered by the steward and is confronted by the company for work deficiencies which flow _from his
illness, the union steward can join with management in confronting
the alcoholic. By reinforcing the need for treatment, enclosing one
avenue of escape for the alcoholic, the union can add additional effectiveness with the company's policy of constructive pressure..As one
union steward said, "We can convince the alcoholic that the company
really means business, and he had better get down to the clinic
regularly."
If the alcoholic does accept treatment, the steward is in the position
to provide aid and counsel to both the family of the alcoholic and the
alcoholic himself. Because of his friendly relationship, the steward
can provide a sympathetic ear to the family of the alcoholic, helping
them through the difficult period. In addition, the steward can provide avaluable link for the alcoholic back to the work world. The
steward can provide emotional support to the alcoholic while in treat21

ment, helping him to face the difficult task of reclaiming the job he
needs so desperately and regaining the support of his non-drinking
behavior by his fellow work group members. The steward can also be
a potent figure in convincing his work group members of the need
to accept the recovered alcoholic back into the group. Thus, the
steward can provide valuable emotional support to the alcoholic's
family and the alcoholic himself during both the difficult treatment
p#~ase and the even more difficult reentry period.
Field research about how unions react to industry based alcoholism
programs recently revealed specific forces that make for cooperation.
First, the materials collected clearly indicated that union members
manifested a "dual loyalty," i.e., in well established unions members
were neither vehemently pro-union or pro-management regarding a
variety of issues. Rather, they had respect and concern for both sides.
This cleaxly suggested that simple straightforward inclusion of alcoholism and the union-company program .for managing it as a health
problem in the typical union literature and meetings about health
problems would overcome rank and file union resistance.
Earlier evidence had shown that union local officials feared to cooperate with management in alcoholism programs because it would
look like "collusion." This finding about "dual loyalty" is highly consistent with many other studies about the union-management relations
in industry and consequently can be thought of as a wide spread base
from which cooperation about a severe health problem can emerge.
These field observations even suggested that members of management
itself manifested this "dual loyalty," making the potential for cooperation in a health effort such as alcoholism even more likely.
On the other hand, the potential opposition of the union can be the
"Achilles' heel" of a program based on crisis precipitation and constructive confrontation which we will discuss on page 57. It seems wise,
therefore, for alcoholism workers who want to encourage union-management based programs to "stack the cards" in their favor by approaching those situations with the highest probability of union-management cooperation. Field observations of such cooperation suggest
that alcoholism workers look for the following combination of circumsCances and concentrate on them first. Obviously, if influential officers
in both the local union and management see alcoholism as a treatable
disorder in which each have a stake the platform is available for joint
action. In addition, large companies as opposed to those dominated by
small shops or contractors have shown a larger willingness to explore
the possibility of joint union efforts.
This is especially true if these managements do not have a history of
paternalism and their unions lack a militant history. The odds for
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meaningful cooperation go up again if bokh sides have in the past few
years resolved critical events together such as job transfers following
automation. Besides, the attitude of the leadership in both groups adds
substantially to the opportunity for common action: if union leadership rejects the notion that labor relations should be one of conflict
and if top management is not over sensitive about its "sacred prerogatives" the climate is more conducive. A, stable union, operating without divisive internal politics, very definitely adds to the likelihood.
This means that a joint effort will not become a critical issue about
which officers who must frequently run for reelection must be concerned. The likelihood also goes up if there is present a collectively
bargained contract at the national level that contains provisions for
various kinds of joint committees such as safety and retirement. In
such coneracts the pattern for an alcoholism-emotional disorder joint
committee is present.
Finally, if neieher of the two sides are too powerful or too weak relative to the other one, the possibility of a stable cooperative policy goes
up again. The evidence also suggests that the ability of each side to
reach and get suppore of lower level personnel, plus the presence of
close personal relations between local members of both sides, aids
materially. Quite obviously alcoholism workers cannot ascertain in
detail the extent to which the circumstances exist in any .given management-union relationship. On the other hand, by sensitizing themselves to these facets that characterize successful joint efforts they can
begin a more systematic collection of impressions, facts, and obgervations that will guide them towards investing their efforts where the
"payoff" is likely to be much better.

Aim Policy at Relief of Boss
In much the same vein, a policy can be more effective if its main target
is frankly recognized to be the relief and aid of the immediate boss of an
alcoholic employee, plus helping the employee himself. In a very realistic
sense these two makeup the "hard-core" of resistance to a policy. All other
parts of a program lead up to these two people. This point does not belittle
other aspects of a program. It does, however,.emphasize the fact that other
parts operate to motivate the alcoholic and his boss to take constructive
action.
Accordingly, a policy can be launched with such a view simply stated.
If the other parts of a program are working they sooner or later.confront
these two key people. Since the supervisor bears the brunt of the alcoholism problem in an employee, he is the one who will or will not decide
to use the policy. If he is motivated to respond to a personnel policy that
is fully supported by top management and which makes treatment available
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within well-defined limits, then the "pay-off" has been partly realized.
There remains only the final, most difficult part of the "hard-core" —
motivating the problem-drinking employee himself. If, however, his boss
is able to resolve his indecision and use the alcoholism policy, a big start
has been made on the alcoholic himself.
But it needs also to be clearly realized that the immediate boss of a
developing alcoholic often on only the first, second, or third rung of the
managerial ladder. Thus he is very sensitive about, and vulnerable to,
attack from, those "above" him. Unless the policy points out this deperidency of superLisors on their bosses, and the need for unit support of a
policy, it is more difficult for any particular supervisor to use the policy.
Without this support "up the line" the supervisor, regardless of his desire
to act, cannot feel secure in using the policy — it might "blow up in his
face."

Additional Aids in Launching a Policy
A final set of strategies can aid in the way the basics of a policy are presented. It is well for the statement to emphasize the importance of detecting
alcoholism early. In other words, the policy recognizes its dependence on
early case finding rather than waiting for the more obvious symptoms to
develop. There is wide agreement that cases identified in the earlier
period of development have a higher chance of recovery.
Such an emphasis will raise the question of the difference between the
heavy drinker and the early alcoholic. A policy can simply state that such
a distinction can be made, noting in passing that there are those who drink
heavily and steadily for years without it impairing their work. The policy
is in no way aimed at them —there is no "witchhunting" involved. The
only focus is on interference with job performance.
Some companies have decided to include in their policy statements a
point about the role alcohol is expected to play in various jobs that might
involve its use, pointing out that such jobs can be performed effectively
without alcohol. On the other hand they merely state that the company
does not believe it is necessary; they conclude by giving the employee full
right to decide. One company states clearly that alcohol is expected to
play only a minor role in company affairs, including social functions, both
formal and informal.
Still another puts a paragraph in its policy statement indicating that
encouragement of heavy drinking in connection with company activities
of any kind could expose personnel to alcoholism. It also made it quite
clear that it was in no way prohibiting, but trying to underscore the risk
of unintended exposure. In both of these cases it was observed that alcohol did have benefits as well as dangers — i.e., an effort to show the dangers,
but also to provide the policy statement with some balance.

Procedures to Carry Out Policy
Following the writing of a specific policy and its effective introduction,
two questions about policy still remain: How will it work—what are
the procedures and mechanics? and how will it be communicated? Actually these questions must be resolved before any introduction of a
policy, but for discussion purposes they will be considered last.
The first procedural question is: Who will identify and refer to the
program? This is almost certainly the responsibility of line supervision. The immediate boss, regardless of level, will decide when work
has been regularly disrupted and what clues are present indicating alcoholism. In this responsibility he can be provided the help of medical
personnel who can aid him in deciding if there is a reasonable base
for believing alcoholism is present. But it is his basic responsibility to
decide to use the program. It is also his responsibility to tell the alca
holic employee the nature of his disorder and what the company
policy is.
The next procedural question is: How does the immediate boss get
him to the available treatment? He could make referral direct to the
medical department, or he could be required to work with a representative of the personnel department. In any event, one of these two must
coordinate the relationship between the supervisor and the treatment
situation. If an employee counseling approach is used whereby a variety
of services, including medical, are brought into the picture, the personnel department is the logical place to which the supervisor should refer.
If, however, treatment responsibility is lodged primarily in the medical department, direct referral to this unit should be made the procedure.
Whatever the choice, one point is clear, namely that coordination between line supervision and treatment must be firmly lodged in some
well-established unit. This unit will receive referral cases from immediate supervision, decide on treatment type and routing, and tell the
immediate boss the prognosis. It will process the treatment, whether
it be in-company or outside, and report to the immediate supervisor
when he could expect improvement and how much.
Next comes the procedural question: Who applies the sanction if
reasonable improvement is not forthcoming i.e., who decides that discharge is necessary? Only the immediate boss, who sees day-to-day work
behavior, knows whether or not the job performance of the alcoholic
employee has improved. So it seems logical to lodge this responsibility
with the boss..Again he can call on staff services Eo provide guide lines,
but he makes the final decision that progress has not been made and
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the employee should be discharged. The coordinating unit should, however, have the responsibility of getting him to make a decision, and
with explaining the basic policy and individual facts of a specific case.
In short, theindividual boss must be steadily reminded of assessed
progress ansl make a decision in light of a prognosis. If the boss decides the employee has not responded to treatment offered, the coordinating unit refers to the personnel department for formal discharge
or if the immediate boss has this authority, he discharges direct. Since
discharge is infrequent in many companies, the coordinating unit
should be given the responsibility to see that this action is carried out
once the boss has made the decision. It is also desirable to designate
one Pierson in the coordinating unit to handle these various responsibilities, especially the regular communication with the immediate boss
about his estimation of progress and what a realistic prognosis is.
Once a policy has procedures spelled out, a decision must be made on
the degree of formality, i.e., will detailed, written steps be set down in
writing, or will the basic policy be written and communicated, allowing
each administrative unit to work out specific procedures with the coordinator? This is largely a matter of general company practice. But
some formality will help produce uniform action and give the coordinator more opportunity to explain the basic policy.

CHAPTER III
TREATMENT RE50URGE5
Before a policy can work it must have therapeutic means at hand to which
the alcoholic employee can be referred. Regardless of how good the policy
is, it cannot function without tangible techniques for treatment, either
inside or outside the company, or a combination of these two.

"Inside" Resources
Inside an organization, medical personnel such as physicians and nurses
make up one treatment resource. Many, however, have only a nurse, or
a physician on retainer rather than afull-time medical department. In
addition some companies employ a trained employee counselor or psychologist. If these persons know the nature of alcoholism and have some
training in the various treatment approaches they can fulfill the need for
available therapy. If they do not have a suitable background they can be
encouraged, even directed, to secure the necessary information. Various
companies have assigned the treatment of alcoholism to a specific member
of the medical department, providing him with an opportunity to contact
specialists and study the literature. Still others have merely requested
their medical personnel to develop treatment methods and take the initiative in learning as much as possible about therapeutic techniques. In those
rare cases where a psychiatrist is a part of the medical department, he
provides the treatment or treatment referral.

Industrial Physicians
Fortunately industrial physicians as a group are well aware of alcoholism
as a disease. Their professional organization and literature often discuss
the nature of the disorder. Information on treatment and diagnosis is
readily available within professional circles. Consequently, for those companies with an industrial physician, full or part-time, a policy can find
a treatment outlet quickly. Many such physicians are interested, enthusiastic, and knowledgeable. The close tie between developing alcoholism and
other medical complications has made them sensitive to the disease. In all
probability they welcome a realistic straightforward policy. In one way
or another they have probably been treating alcoholics for some time and
already have considerable experience. The policy will give them the opportunity to treat more openly and directly.
On the other hand a program can rely too much on the industrial
physician and forget the policy. The physician can provide treatment
"know-how," help the supervisor who takes the initiative to use the policy,
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and supply the individual prognosis for each case. But he cannot substitute for a policy and its execution by all levels of management. There is a
danger that an alcoholism program will come to center in one or two physicians rather than in management acting in conjunction with the physician
or medical department.
The responsibility for treatment is a large one and can be hampered
by placing the entire program primarily in the doctor's jurisdiction. Even
more important is his prognostic role. When the union asks such basic
questions as why management made the decision to stop therapy for one
alcoholic and discharge him, but kept another on therapy, the answer must
come from the physician.
In view of such responsibilities the industrial physician needs all the
.help he can get from the personnel department and supervision. They too
must assume responsibilities in a program: early identification and referral,
plus carrying out of discharge if reasonable progress, based on the doctor's
prognosis, does not develop.
In those situations where there is no full or part-time physician with
a background in industrial medicine, the company usually has a doctor
on retainer basis for pre-employment physicals and accident emergencies.
Since the American Medical Association has officially recognized alcoholism as a disease, the company can request its physician to obtain as
much information as possible about treatment techniques, specialists in
the area and clinics or information centers.
There is a growing interest and knowledge among general practitioners.
On the other hand they as yet are not well-trained or informed about the
disorder and it is quite possible -that any specific doctor who has a general
practice may hold false notions that hamper treatment rather than further
it. Probably the chief problem is an unwillingness to devote the time necessary to "follow through" with an alcoholic case. It is well to make sure
a general practitioner has an enlightened view before he is given the
chief treatment responsibility.

The Industrial Nurse
The well-informed industrial nurse may be just as useful, if not more so,
as one to represent treatment in a company without an industrial physician.
She is limited by restrictions that prevent her from actual treatment in a
technical sense. But she can counsel, help in early recognition, and develop
detailed knowledge•of referral possibilities.
Despite her limitations she has numerous advantages. She is usually fulltime and so knows the work situation intimately, allowing her to notice
recurrent medical complications that may well indicate alcoholism. She is
on a status level closer to many employees and so can directly discuss and
counsel more easily. Also, because her duties are less exacting than the
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physician's she has an opportunity to develop special knowledge about
alcoholism. She can especially become familiar with treatnnent facilities
outside the company.

Employee Counselors
Not to be overlooked are employee counselors who have professional backgrounds in clinical psychology and psychiatric social work. Such persons
can serve as specialists in alcoholism, counseling and referring to outside
sources for specialized medical care. Or, in conjunction with an industrial
physician can make up a treatment team. Some companies have relied on
a psychologist and an industrial nurse for their treatment.
Still others have relied completely on their employee counselor who
decides how much purely medical support he needs. Such a counselor can
explore the possibility of vocational rehabilitation, often having had training in estimating the extent to which job demands are matched to employee
abilities. A closer matching of these two factors can contribute substantially
to recovery from alcoholism.

Outside Resources
Despite the many possibilities within companies for treatment, outside
possibilities probably play a more prominent role. Many of the current
treatment techniques are not easi~y used wiEhin a company medical
set-up (i.e., group therapy). Furthermore, it becomes a problem to
schedule and follow through on the long-time routine called for in
many therapies. These can best be carried out in a clinic or hospital
away from the company.
Communities vary widely in the kind and .amount of treatment
resources available. Some will contain none at all and a company
will have to rely on its internal facilities completely. But many larger
urban centers will have a variety of possibilities.
As a community resource for the rehabilitation of alcoholic employees management will find local affiliates of the National Council
on Alcoholism, founded in 1944, available in 78 locations throughout
the United States. The N.C,A., the only voluntary organization working
for the prevention and control of alcoholism on a national basis, has
helped these 89 communities in their organization to "do something"
about the illness in their respective areas., Physicians,' scientists,
members of the bar, law enforcement officers, health officers, social
workers and other professional people work with interested laymen
to educate the public about the nature of alcoholism as a disease.
Many of these local affiliates of N.C.A. maintain alcoholism information centers and referral services for alcoholics. Business and in29

dustry have found these resources tremendously helpful in directing
alcoholic employees toward the proper treatment and eventual. arrestment of their disease. Many companies now help support these local
voluntary organizations in return for their help as an outside resource
in curbing the problem of alcoholism in their own firms.
N.C.A. Committees on Alcoholism: The addresses of affiliated local
committees on alcoholism, which are listed below, may be obtained
by writing The National Council on Alcoholism, 2 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10016:
ALASKA: Anchorage
ARIZONA: Phoenix, Tucson
CALIFORNIA: Carmel, Los Angeles, Oakland, Pasadena, San
Diego, San Francisco, San Mateo, San Luis Obispo, Santa Ana,
Santa Barbara
COLORADO: Colorado Springs, Denver, Grand Junction
CONNECTICUT: Cos Cob, New Haven, New London
ILLINOIS: Chicago, Peoria
IOWA: Des Moines, Sioux City
KANSAS: Topeka
LOUISIANA: Monroe, Shreveport
MARYLAND: Baltimore, Easton
MASSACHUSETTS: Boston, Salem, Worcester
MICHIGAN: Detroit, Flint, Lansing, Muskegon, Ann Arbor, Kalamazoo, Munising
MISSOURI: Kansas City, St. Louis
NEBRASKA: Lincoln, Grand Island
NEVADA: Las Vegas
NEW JERSEY: Montclair, Red Bank
NEW MEXICO: Albuquerque
NEW YORK: Buffalo, Corning, Elmira, Garden City, Johnson City,
Niagara Falls, Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, White Plains, Saranac
Lake, Schenectady, Watertown
NORTH CAROLINA: Durham, Charlotte, Morganton
OHIO: Cincinnati, Hamilton
OKLAHOMA: Tulsa
PENNSYLVANIA: Allentown, Erie, Johnstown, Pottsville, Bethlehem, Lancaster, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Reading, Washington
RHODE ISLAND: Providence
TENNESSEE: Chattanooga, Memphis
TEXAS: Austin, Fort Worth, Houston, Orange,San Antonio
VIRGINIA: Norfolk
WASHINGTON: Seattle, Vancouver, Yakima, Olympia, Tacoma
WISCONSIN: Milwaukee, Green Bay
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Each of the above agencies is equipped to give business and industry
full information as to the variety of resources available in their community areas: doctors, alcoholism clinics, psychiatrists, hospitals,
private rest homes, pastoral counseling, et cetera. Most of the N.C.A.
committees on alcoholism maintain alcoholism information centers
which interview alcoholics referred to them by industry and recommend proper methods of treatment.
Official Alcoholism Agencies: 46 States and the District of Columbia
now maintain commissions or agencies on alcoholism. Many of these
also operate alcoholism information centers and clinics for alcoholics.
However, these are usually found only in the larger industrial areas.
Many agencies are supervised by State Departments of Health and
Welfare, others are located in Mental Health Departments.
Information concerning the State alcoholism agencies may be
secured through writing the Smithers Foundation for the names of
directors end addresses in the respective states.
The following States and Canadian Provinces have such agencies:
Alabama, Alaska, Alberta, Arizona, Arkansas, British Columbia, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Manitoba, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Brunswick, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Ontario, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Prince Edward Island, Quebec, Rhode Island,
Saskatchewan, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah,
Vermont, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin, Wyoming.
For the seriously ill alcoholic employees who may require shortterm hospitalization, more and more doctors and hospitals are treating
alcoholism as a distinct illness. Many county and state medical associations have established sub-committees on alcoholism and many
of these groups have brought pressure on local hospitals to offer
specialized treatment for alcoholic patients.
When companies consider the inception of a company program on
alcoholism there is often wonder if such a move places too heavy a
load on a company's medical department or might necessitate enlarging the medical staff. Yvelin Gardner, deputy Director of The National
Council on Alcoholism says: "We have found that an alcoholism
program in a company does not mean adding to the medical staff. It
really reduces its load. Less time is spent in the aggregate on alcoholics
with such a program than when there is none at all."
Company management will find during the operation of a program
to combat alcoholism among employees that a relatively small percentage of alcoholism cases brought to light and placed in the com31

pany procedure for treatment will need immediate hospitalization.
Management will also find in many areas that any outside treatment
facilities which might be needed in various instances (whether inpatient or out-patient) within the particular community are facilities
which are connected with a medical school and a research center. Thus
treatment fees are less. In other instances the fees are very modest, and
in still others only nominal. Types of treatment vary widely, but can
usually be secured on an out-patient basis. Thus the typical treatment
available fits smoothly into a company program. Schedules are often
available at different times of the day, allowing an employee to receive treatment without too much job interference.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Probably the most widespread and readily available resource outside the
company is Alcoholics Anonymous. In a sense it is not "outside" at all
because A.A. members probably work for the company. But many of the
traditions of A.A. prevent them from "breaking their anonymity" and
so the company may be unaware of their presence. On the other hand,
one of their Twelve Steps to Recovery calls for them to carry their program to persons who still suffer. Consequently treatment personnel in a
company can contact the local A.A. group, letting it be known that they
are eager to use A.A. members in therapy, and on a confidential basis,
i.e., protect the anonymity of the person. Many A.A.'s are not too sensitive about their anonymity but do not want to take the initiative in breaking it. So they often welcome such an opporunity. But they still _want as
much protection as possible and desire to do their "Twelfth Step" work in
their own manner.
In many companies, treatment personnel have developed closer, longstanding relationships with A.A. members in their own plant, Often the
recoveries from the efforts of these people are as numerous as from other
techniques. Usually other treatment efforts have accompanied exposure to
A.A., but membership in a group has provided afollow-up influence that
is unavailable in other techniques. In a substantial number of instances,
the company keeps specific lists of A.A. members, working on a highly
confidential basis for cbmpatible matching of A.A. sponsor and newcomer.
Still other companies strongly encourage A.A. groups within the company, providing meeting space and policy approval. Some programs rely
almost exclusively on such A.A. groups; an A.A. counselor is hired by
the company and regularly contacts new cases as well as helping the company-lodged group with its older members.
A.A. can,of course, be used as a community referral without any "inside"
aspects at all. It is quite easy to become acquainted with a group by merely
attending "open" meetings, learning who its secretary is, how the group
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manages requests, and what its general approach is. Many A.A. members
have made their first contact with a group because some physician, nurse,
or personnel counselor where he works told him about such specifics as
place and time of meetings and gave him a simple, accurate description
of the Fellowship.
Such treatment personnel have taken cases to their first meetings, continued to check on their attendance and explained A.A. to the alcoholic
employee as he tried to "make the program." Certainly one of the first
facilities for the company doctor or nurse to become familiar with is
A.A. and its local characteristics. To the extent that he knows A.A,, he
can help his case affiliate. A newcomer to A.A, often has many false
notions about the group (i.e., it is a religious denomination) and during
the crucial weeks of first contact a knowledgeable nurse or doctor in the
company can clarify a great deal.

Limitations of A. A.
But there are limitations to A.A. Probably one of its most obvious is that
it is relied on too much. Haxried employee counselors, doctors and nurses
have frequently made wholesale referrals to A.A., assuming that thereby
the matter was managed. Too frequently they have forgotten their own
responsibilities. They have assumed that A.A. can do more than, in reality,
it can. Any newcomer approaching A.A., as well as those on the program
for a time, continues to need medical and psychological support. Referral
to A.A, can be thorough, followed-up, and explained, or it can be casual,
short-lived, and confusing to the alcoholic. Successful affiliation depends
in no small measure on a thorough, not a piecemeal referral.
Finally, it should be observed that many alcoholics do not "take" to
A.A., while others seem to accept it 'at once. Consequently there are
numerous times when A.A. referral of any kind does not work. Sometimes
it is a matter of time, and the employee will accept the program after
repeated exposure. But there are also those who just aren't attracted. In
other words A.A. is a potent treatment device, but if it is relied on completely there will be no productive treatment results for a substantial
number of cases.

Specialized Physicians
It may well be that many of those who find it impossible to affiliate with
A.A.can be treated effectively by physicians who specialize in the treatment
of alcoholism. These employees would constitute a minority of those suffering from alcoholism who have unfavorable personality reactions when
placed under group pressures, or who may substitute overt hostility to their
families and others or exhibit erratic behavior, during the initial stages of
sobriety after ceasing their former drinking patterns.
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Frequently this general scheme is tried on a number of individual cases
together in a group —group therapy.
There are numerous treatment techniques that seek to treat the alcoholic's relations with key non-alcoholics such as spouse, boss, intimate
friend. In this effort, specific group characteristics such as norms are created by working with alcoholics in small numbers. The therapist tries to
use these group features to bring about change. This is truly "group"
therapy. To this basic approach is often added psychodrama and sociodrama where the alcoholic acts out his emotions and reactions to key nonalcoholics in his life. Some clinics take the general notion of teaching new
living patterns in groups even further and attempt to develop a "therapeutic community." Here the broad intent is to create an environment in
which the alcoholic can experience the usual difficulties of living but in
an atmosphere that provides ways besides drinking to manage. tensions.
A,A., of course, is the ultimate of purely group therapy. It is a completely voluntary fellowship, lacking any professional guidance, of compulsive drinkers who join with each other in a mutual effort to remain
sober. It was started by alcoholics themselves in their despair and hopelessness. A.A. can be found in most phone books under Alcoholics Anonymous.
At both "open" meetings to which the public is invited and at "closed"
meetings for alcoholics only, members frankly narrate their drinking histories and study the Twelve Steps to Sobriety of their Fellowship. In short
it is a group endeavor on the part of alcoholics themselves to find a solution
to their crippling compulsion; a new "way of life" comes to substitute for
drinking among them.
A final group of treatments could be labeled "chemical sensitization."
Here are such therapies as conditioned reflex whereby an alcoholic is
sensitized to the taste and smell of alcohol by simultaneously drinking and
being made painfully nauseated. Closely akin are efforts to provide "chemical guards" by means of chemicals that will produce violent reactions if
alcohol is taken with them present in the blood stream.
Most of these therapies are used in some kind of combination. As yet
they have not been rigorously tested for effectiveness. There are enough
reports of success to conclude simply that treatments are available, and,
secondly, they appear to be at least fifty per cent successful.. In a conservative sense, treatment success is encouraging, regardless of what therapy is
used. A company with a policy calling for an offer of a treatment opportunity for its alcoholic employees can usually provide such an opportunity
very economically. It can be reasonably certain that at least one out of
two will improve.

The help A.A. offers many alcoholics may be undesirable for these
persons. But a private physician who specializes in alcoholism may be of
substantial help. Many areas of the country have such specialists — psychic-.
trists, internists, and general practitioners. They make up a third outside
treatment resource.
For a variety of reasons they have developed special knowledge and
special interest which in turn has produced experience in treating alcoholism, Tt is not difTicult to locate them by inquiry among the medical
profession. As specialists they oETer a company a resource that can be used
as a general policy or as a last resort for especially difficult cases. Certainly
no catalog of treatment possibilities should overlook them.

Types of Treatment
What are the various treatment methods? In broad outline they can be
listed as those designed to manage the acute phases of alcoholism and those
aimed at the chronic, long-term aspects. The acute phases are readily
managed today. The new tranquilizers, especially Thorazene, Sparine and
Librium, appear to have provided a definite technique for avoiding severe
reactions to the acute period of extreme intoxication and withdrawal.
Antabuse, a chemical substance which renders the individual extremely
sensitive to alcohol, so that drinking of any alcohol in any form will
produce an extremely unpleasant reaction, is another treatment drug
increasingly used with effectiveness. When the alcoholic has an Antabuse
tablet in his or her digestive system, the ingestion of ethyl alcohol wi1L
produce various symptoms. Among them are nausea, vomiting and even
collapse in some cases. Antabuse should be used as an adjunct to psychotherapy or A.A.*
Beyond these emergency measures, however, there are a host of treatments directed toward bringing about long-term sobriety. One approach
assumes that alcoholics have unusually high requirements for certain nutritions and so have certain deficiencies. Thus a treatment consists of a highly
supplemented diet that emphasizes Vitamin B. Drug therapies such as
lysergic acid are tried, but their effectiveness is not known,although specific
successes have been reported. Traditional psychoanalysis is frequently tried,
aiming at slowly maturing the alcoholic and helping him reduce his
dependency on parental responses or substitutes, Still other forms of psychiatry attempt a teaching relationship in which the patient goes through
stages of absolute refusal, superficial seeking of help and advice, and finally
complete surrender. Through these stages the therapist acts as a permissive
listener, stimulating indirectly a consideration of the next necessary step.
*Some arrested alcoholics continue Antabuse therapy indefinitely, As one arrested
alcoholic, a prominent New York City businessman, remarked: "I use A.A. as my
bank account for sobriety; Antabuse as my insurance policy."
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CHAPTER IV

what the alcoholic covers up that is helpful. Of course, what is really
important is to compare the "inside" and the "outside" view so that what
the supervisor notices can be added to the earliest possible signs.

EARLY DISCOVERY OF THE
ALCOHOLIC EMPLOYEE

How Alcoholics Describe Early On-the-Job Signs

The presence of sound policy and substantial treatment sources insure two
of the necessary parts of a program. They do not, however, provide supervisors with the information needed to identify an employee early in the
alcoholism process when treatment efforts are more likely to succeed. Only
by focusing on these signs and clues separately can they be highlighted
sufficiently to provide the base for action. Policy communication and supervisory training are natural ways to underscore them, but before this can
be done the specific behaviors must be spelled out.
Actually this question introduces the "hard core" problems in any industrial program on alcoholism. First, how can supervision decide whether
an employee is, or is not, an alcoholic? Second, how can the supervisor
himself be motivated to use a policy if he decides a drinking problem is
present and thereby encounters the third and toughest problem of all, how
to get the alcoholic employee himself to accept treatment referral?
What is the strategy of early case finding? Simply that it is unnecessary
to reach the stage of utter defeat before treatment can be successful. At
one time the belief was widely held that an alcoholic must fully "hit bottom" before he would respond to therapy. But we now know that this
sense of "hitting bottom" can be brought on much earlier in the process
provided the illness is labeled openly and dealt with directly. The purpose
of early spotting of alcoholism, then, is to "raise the bottom" so that the
employee can get treatment before he has deteriorated badly and has less
chance of recovery.
There are at the moment no biochemical tests or clues for early alcoholism —and the prospects for such indexes are not too bright. The
behavior involved is what calls it to our attention. So the clues to the
presence of alcoholism must be social ones, not chemical or pharmacological
ones. And, on the job, it is the immediate boss who is in the best position
to observe and interpret these signs. The broad strategy, then, is to help
him perform the task.
What are the main on-the-job signs of a developing alcoholic? There
are two ways to look for answers to this question. One is to get alcoholics
themselves to describe certain job behaviors of theirs as their illness progresses —the "inside-looking-out" view. The second way is to see the
same behavior through the eyes of the boss —the "outside-looking-at"
view. These boss-noticed clues are probably more valuable. Employed alcoholics go to great lengths to cover up their problem —they are the real
cover-up artists, not their bosses — so it is what the boss notices rather than
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Alcoholics themselves describe certain clues as first appearing on the job.
The hangover is the earliest. It is a combination of thirst, headache,
fatigue, jitters and nausea. Often it produces avoidance behavior, i.e., takes
pains to stay away from supervisor and peers. Hand tremors are noticeable
results of hangovers and later become independent clues regardless of
hangover. But in the early period of the illness they are outward signs of
internal hangover agony. Unfortunately it is possible for the developing
alcoholic to sufFer hangover without too many outward signs. Because he
wants to do everything possible to prevent his condition from coming to
the attention of those who work with him, he becomes very skillful at
covering up hangover.
For that matter he is the chief agent of "cover-up." His boss is not the
one who performs this function. His peers do more than the boss, but he
does most of it. Where the hangover is concerned he tends to do an excellent job of it, developing a routine such as preparing his work in advance
of the hangover so that he will be faced during hangover with tasks that
involve "going through motions."
Alcoholics describe, as the next earliest sign, various kinds of absenteeism.
But because his chief purpose is cover up and protection of the job from
damage, absenteeism is not of the traditional, "off-the-job" kind. Rather
it is of a partial nature during the work day, and he makes intense efforts
to avoid repeated, accumulated absences of the obvious off-the-job type
although these begin to appear. One of the earliest on-the-job signs is a
peculiar -mixture of "on-the-job" absenteeism with the more traditional
kind. To be specific: forms of partial absenteeism that begin to appear are
such behavior as leaving job post for an unusually long period of tune,
being late to work, leaving job early or even at lunch time, and long lunch
periods. These are intermingled with a slightly higher than usual amount
of traditional, "off-the-job" absences.
Again it is important to note how this early sign is, like the hangover,
muted and covered up by the problem drinker. He goes to great lengths to
use a kind of absenteeism that is less conspicuous and less job threatening.
Where on-the-job accidents are concerned he is even more cautious, taking
great pains to avoid lost-time accidents that might bring him under close
scrutiny. So on-the-job accidents, of a minor or lost-time variety, are not
early clues. Absenteeism is bad enough for. him, and in the early period
even that is resorted to in "bits and pieces" and disguised as much as possible by its "partial" nature.
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As his illness progresses, signs appear on the job that he finds more difficult to hide. They begin to stand out like a "sore thumb." They come from
the fact that both physical and psychological changes occur. Even if he
does not have alcohol in his blood stream while at work these signs are
difficult for him to manage. But if he has been drinking during the work
day some of these signs become even more obvious. Increased nervousness,
jitteriness and irritability are hangover symptoms that become more intense
and so more difficult to hide. Hand tremors become more gross. Work
pace becomes uneven — working in cycles of intense output, followed by
slumps.
At this point, work performance begins to suffer noticeably. Avoidance
behavior is quickly resorted to so that aface-to-face encounter with a
supervisor can be avoided. Red or bleary eyes, coupled with a flushed face,
often are present even though there is no alcohol in his blood stream. In
place of accidents, money problems begin to be reflected into the job
situations: Garnishments, levies, and liens show up in personnel offices in
abundance when compared with other employees.
Now, the traditional "stay-away" forms of absenteeism increase and
with it the alcoholic employee develops all manner of implausible excuses
and explanations for them. He is still struggling to protect the job but
with much more obvious methods. These strange, odd, and improbable
explanations are more damaging than useful, but he still goes on trying
despite the fact that now his illness is beyond effective cover-up and is
coming out in the open regardless of what he does.
Not only does he resort to lying about absences, but he begins to lie
about work operations and details. The lies pile up and contradict one
another because he forgets. some of them or gets them mixed up and
gradually begins to believe the whole conglomeration himself. Unlike the
usual liar who knows full well he is lying, the alcoholic comes to believe
his lies and fabrications. As a part of this dishonesty there arises a special
indignation and sensitivity to opinions about his drinking when expressed
at work. In many instances this expresses itself as paranoia: more suspicious of fellow workers and in private ruminations more intolerant and
resentful of them.
Now the alcoholic employee becomes more and more aware that he
is unable to cover up. He is forced to seek more drastic ways to reduce the
visibility of his symptoms. Quite early in his illness he experiments with
morning drinking as a way to avoid absences and hangovers with their
increasing withdrawal pains of trernors, jitteriness and nervousness. This
works on an intermittent basis and helps muzzle many of the signs he is
trying to hold in private. But it also creates new cover-up problems. Once
started on work-day drinking, there arises an irresistible urge to continue.
So early morning drinking before work leads to drinking at lunch time, and
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this in turn to devising some way to drink on the job.
Morning drinking before work helps hinn temporarily as a way to avoid
absenteeism and hangover symptoms, but it sets the stage for work-day
drinking. As his illness progresses he often has alcohol in his blood stream
while on the job. The fact produces additional clear-cut clues.
Under these conditions certain physical and psychological signs are
accentuated. Red or bleary eyes become more obvious. There is a mixture
of alcohol aron►a and "breath purifiers." Lunch periods become longer,
but probably more important, there is often a sharp, noticeable mood or
personality change after noon-time drinking. If he had been morose and
subdued he becomes affable and gay. Loud talking is apt to be in sharp
contrast to his earlier behavior that day.
At this point one of the sharp signs of definite alcoholism occurs. Alcoholics behave consistently different when intoxicated than do normal persons when intoxicated. This personality change — "llr. Jekyll-Mr. Hyde"
— becomes a danger sign of an obvious nature.
Throughout this entire process, work performance has steadily declined.
The cyclical "spurts" help prop it up, but it suffers noticeably. Both quality
and quantity sufTer, but quantity probably suffers first because of the extra
caution needed to avoid accidents and the energy used tq manage hangovers. Unfortunately this general decline does not appear as one of the
earliest signs because he is protecting the job in any way he can and job
performance rating is one of the most sensitive spots. But poor performance begins to alternate with capable performance, and this appears early
enough to justify management concern about alcoholism.

Boss'-Eye View of Early Clues
In contrast to this inside view "from the horse's mouth," so to speak,
what do bosses of alcoholic ennployees tend to see as early signs of a developing illness —the "outside view"? As the alcoholic's boss, "rubbing shoulders" with him in a daily routine, he should have the best opportunity to
observe early signs. In addition, the boss administers a whole series of
formal restraints and techniques for controlling employees — tirz~e clocks,
inspectors, rules, and disciplined work routines. 'These operate to spotlight deviant behavior and so make it easier to notice clues of early-stage
alcoholism.
But despite these aids to observing early clues —close contact plus disciplined work routines —the alcoholic employee still does a good job of
covering up his earliest symptoms. Bosses tend not to be aware of haxigover signs until they become relatively gross, but not too much even then.
One reason for this is that they tend to see, among their employees, a goodly
number of "hungover" instances They themselves have probably experienced such symptoms on intermittent occasions and so are less sensitive to
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skillful at cover-up. As this occurs it is difficult for a reasonably alert boss
not to observe the signs. Work routines bring them repeatedly to his attention. Repeatedly he discovers he has to "watch him closer" than other
subordinates. This grows from partial absenteeism on the job. But other
signs are beginning to appear to join this one. Being production-conscious
the boss begins to notice the mixed nature of performance —both good
and poor within a given block of time..

the possible implications. There is a reluctance to intrude themselves into
the private life of an employee from where the hangover came in the first
place. In addition there is a casual good humor about hangovers if they
are admitted or observed. It's something that must be "sweated out," but
of no unusual consequence.
Of course much about the hangover in the early period of alcoholism
lends it to cover up by the sufferer. The uncomfortableness is internal and
with an effort can be covered over by a facade of a "cold" or "didn't sleep
well," or "sinuses are acting up." There are no easily seen, uniform, outward expressions of the condition. As it gets more frequent and more pronounced the withdrawal symptoms will become severe —but in its early
form — "hangover" — it is easily "lost in the shufiie" as the supervisor
goes about his many daily tasks involving numerous employees, one of
whom is the developing alcoholic.

Physical ~i Personality Signs
Interestingly enough, the paranoid suspicions, resentments, and sensitivity
of the employee about opinions and questions concerning his drinking are
not noticed too much. Apparently these are mainly a part of private delusions, easily disguised to an authority figure.
Presently the boss becomes aware of the kind of absenteeism that is a
real problem —the traditional, "off-the-job" kind. He must make replacements more often and listen to more ridiculous explanations —often he has
to stretch his work force to cover the alcoholic's job because that guiltridden employee had not reported he was going to be absent and there was
no time to get a replacement. The less even, more spasmodic work pace
becomes an obvious threat to the production of his alcoholic subordinate.
Less and less can the boss rely on him. More and more he does not know
what to expect.

"Part~aZ" Absenteeism
In many ways the same can be said for the disguised forms of absenteeism that make up other very early signs. The 'boss becomes annoyed by
these, especially disappearance from worl~ place, but they are not linked
with a drinking problem very easily and so the boss is merely inconvenienced
mildly rather than alerted to an illness, His first inkling probably begins
when real "off-the-job" absences force him to seek replacements or reshuflie
his work assignments. But the developing alcoholic is acutely aware of this
— one of his chief techniques for denying that there is anything wrong
with his drinking is to claim his job is unafFected. Probably the chief clues
that begin to be noticeable to his immediate boss are the forms of "partial"
absenteeism, especially unauthorized departure from his work post for a
substantial period.
In summary, there are numerous reasons why the earliest signs of alcoholism on the job go virtually unnoticed by the person most likely to see
them.:Alcoholics themselves, looking from the "inside" out may be acutely
aware, but they do such a good job of cover-up that their bosses do not
notice. One of the chief problems of early identification lies in making
su~ieraisors more conscious of these earliest signs — hangover symptoms
and traditional absenteeism intermingled with Martial absenteeism. Certainly developing alcoholics are not going to disclose these clues, so only
the awareness by their immediate boss can be of any practical use.

Day-Time Drinking
But the boss becomes acutely aware of .him when the alcoholic turns to
day-time drinking as a way to handle his problems. For a while the morning
drink before work reduces the signs, but not long. Soon the boss becomes
aware of the fact that, in one way or another, his employee is drinking
during the work day. This is a reflection into the job of loss of control —
once morning drinking starts there is a strong likelihood it will trigger
continued drinking during the day.
So the boss begins to be painfully aware of the smell of alcohol ox breath.
purifier. The alcoholic employee becomes very "tricky". at avoiding him.
The boss may be too busy to notice the before-work morning drink —after
all it does temporarily and partially manage things. But he may note the
sharp personality change after lunch-time drinking, which often brings
with it loud talking and generally relaxed, uninhibited behavior.

Boss Soon Becomes Aware
Almost Impossible For Boss To Miss 7t

On the other hand, it cannot be concluded that bosses of alcoholic
employees do not soon become aware of the problem. They do. As the
disorder progresses the problem-drinking employee becomes less and less
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In other words, the boss may miss the more subtle, very early signs but he
certainly does not miss those somewhat later signs that tend to happen the
I
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most. Tn a very basic sense, it is almost impossible for him to be unaware
of them. Probably the crux of the whole thing is lower quantity and
quality of work. This really hurts. A supervisor is judged by how well he
can get his men to perform. When one of them becomes a poor producer
he is painfully aware of it and the probable reason why.
To help him in this regard he also has the "grave-vine." Despite its anany
inaccuracies, it probably carries one elernent of truth: alcohol is a big
part of the problem. In many ways, fellow workers often know about a
drinking problem before the boss. They may have observed his oft'-the-job
drinking —his tendency to keep on after everyone else had quit. What it
all adds up to is simple t the boss is aware of the problem and what its
general nature is, although this awareness develops as the illness moves
towards its middle phases.
There are, however, some specific situations that alter this general conclusion. Occasionally a supervisor will be in charge of mobile, relatively
isolated jobs. These jobs are free from close supervision and detailed work
routines. Since many of the early signs of alcoholism must be seen at close
range with a high degree of exposure, such jobs can easily nurture developing alcoholics with practically no clues developing until the late-middle
and even ,late periods of the disorder. Also there are job situations that call
for both employees and supervisors to move about from shift to shift. So
as a boss becomes aware of a drinking problem in one of his men he can
merely brush it aside — "I can put up with him until a new foreman takes
over."
Furthermore, at certain levels of American society —lower status situations —there is substantially more tolerance for these various clues. In a
sense they are expected, even looked upon as somewhat normal. Under
such circumstances it is difficult for a supervisor to notice "clues" for an
illness when such behavior is an accepted way of living. In addition, executive alcoholics enjoy a great deal of freedom from supervision and scrutiny
and so they are much more difficult to identify early. They tend to be very
careful about absenteeism, avoid drinking in any unusual fashion with
persons from the job, and so frequently become full-blown alcoholics with
very few on the job knowing it.

Med~eal Personnel and Early Case Finding
Even though the immediate boss usually becomes painfully aware of a
drinking problem, it is also possible for medical personnel to develop early
case-finding information. Numerous companies require a medical department visit after three to five days of absenteeism. This often provides the
physician an opportunity to be on the alert for signs. Since there is no clear,
physiological base for diagnosing early alcoholism, this cannot be a "hard
and fast" matter.
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There are, however,certain diagnostic signs that may be clues to developing alcoholism. There is very good reason to believe that real minor illnesses increase sharply with the alcoholism process. 'These seem to center
in upper respiratory ailments, pharyngitis, bronchitis, and gastro-intestinal
upsets such as acute gastritis, colitis, diarrhea, and duodenal ulcer. Obviously other than alcoholics suffer from these. But there is reason for at least
suspicion when these illnesses occur repeatedly. Even if a physician is not
available, such clues can come to the attention of an industrial nurse. She
or the doctor is in a position to help a supervisor come to a tentative conclusion about whether or not a drinking problem is present. On the other
hand there are ethical problems of confidence in disclosing medical information. Certainly, however; such medical personnel can help "sow the
seed" in the mind of the alcoholic himself.

The Big Problem: Understand Significance of Early Clues
Probably the biggest problem in early identification, however, is not to
reaffirm what the boss probably well knows. On the contrary it is to get
him to realize the significance of what he is aware. As already noted he
tends to be largely unaware of the earliest signs on the job. Even at this
point there has probably been a sizeable amount of damage done to home
and social life. By the time the boss clearly sees the problem the illness has,
in all probability, disrupted many parts of the employee's life outside the
job. What it boils down to is: Although the boss comes to see many of the
signs of alcoholism he does not link them with'a developing illness that is
already well progressed toward being chronic. So the problem is to inform
the boss about what these signs mean. Except for the earliest signs, job
circumstances will make him aware.of many of the clues, certainly enough.
What he does not realize, however, is what serious consequences these
signs indicate. If the supervisor's awareness of the earliest signs were
increased and his realization of the significance of those clues he tends to
see sharpened, early identification would be much more effective.
One final difficulty plagues early identification. How can heavy drinking
on a steady basis be distinguished from early alcoholism? In all probability
recurrent job disruption has not yet occurred for the latter so that particular index is not available. The only distinguishing feature at this very early
period appears to be the hangover. Many heavy drinkers do not experience
what is commonly known as the hangover. Their drinking is heavier, but
inconspicuous.
On the other hand, the developing alcoholic clearly experiences hangover as one of his earliest on-job problems. Apparently the hangover is
sharp and clear. The early-stage alcoholic must contend with it, anticipate
it, and devise ways to pretend it is not there. Actually it is the early version
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of severe withdrawal symptoms that will become almost beyond endurance
later, Certainly it is true that the heavy drinker may occasionally experience intense hangover just as the normal, social drinker will if he drinks
a great deal. But these are probably much less frequent, less regular than
the developing alcoholic.

CHAPTER V
MOTIVATING THE IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
If you are the boss of an alcoholic employee it is one thing to recognize
on-the-job signs of the disease but quite another to use an alcoholism policy
if one is available. In other words, a good policy may be in effect, but its
fate lies largely in whether or not the immediate boss will use it once he
is aware of early signs and their significance. The question is simple but
basic: How can supervision be induced to use the alcoholism policy as soon
as possible after they realize a drinking problem is present?
Only one other question is more difficult —that of how to get the problem-drinking employee himself to accept treatment. Actually the two
problems are so intertwined that they form the "hard-core" problem in
practically any company program on alcoholism.
Although the reaction of supervisors to alcoholics varies widely —one
boss may be a middle management boss with fairly high status to whom a
general foreman alcoholic reports, while another may be a newly appointed
foreman just up from the ranks who finds he has asemi-skilled operator
alcoholic on his hands —there is still a good deal of common experience
for numerous bosses of alcoholics. By examining this common experience,
clues for getting supervisors to use the alcoholism policy should appear.

Typical Experiences of Bosses of Alcoholics
What is it like to be the boss of a developing alcoholic? Above all, it is
painful; it is agonizing. Unlike being the boss of a neurotic employee, or
even a psychotic one, there is a painful "seesawing" back and forth — to
handle the situation oneself or to report it. This is not deliberate, willful
concealment. It is rather an annoying mixture of emotions,a dilemma; and,
impelled to act both ways at the same time, the boss vacillates; he is undecided. There are definite pressures playing on him to use the alcoholism
program, but there are others, almost equal in strength, pressing him not
to use the policy. While this tug-of-war goes on within the boss the alcoholic employee gets worse — keeping in mind that even the most alert
supervisor probably missed the earliest signs and became aware of a drinking problem after substantial deterioration in other parts of the alcoholic's
life.

Pressures to Use the Program
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What are these conflicting pressures to which the boss is subjected? 'First,
there.are the positive ones, those pushing him toward use of the policy.
Probably the most motivating influences here are those centering in poor
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figure out what is wrong, he begins to get the impression the alcoholic
employee is taking advantage of him. Slowly the boss comes to see his
relationships with his alcoholic employee as a "one-way" street. In short,
this particular employee expects help, understanding, and cover-up, but
gives very little in return.
But all positive pressures are not purely job oriented. Most supervisors
are concerned about family welfare. So bosses of alcoholics tend to consider
using the policy because they believe it would in the long run help out both
the employee and his family if something constructive were tried. There is
typically a fear that family disruption will endanger job performance. But
there is also a strong value attached to family life. Since there has probably
already been deterioration of family life, and echoes of this have reached
the boss, his concern that something be done has mounted.
Finally, his readiness is often encouraged by the support of his immediate boss. In many ways there are usually at least two levels of supervision
directly involved — sometimes three. Often these key people in the boss'
life become "fed up" sooner than the immediate boss and will fully support
action by the boss to use the policy. On the other hand, they tend to leave
the final decision to their subordinate. But their support provides a background against which the boss can feel that the case will not blow up in
his face if he decides to use the policy.

job performance. It is the supervisor's job to get a "whole man for a whole
day" regardless of what type of job this may be. Most of the time this does
not happen with the alcoholic employee. So the boss must watch over,
supervise, check up on, and plan more closely, the entire work of this
employee. This adds to his worries and takes time away from other supervisory tasks.
Moreover, there is the increasing problem of absenteeism. First, it is
frustrating to put' up with "partial" kinds of absenteeism. But it is even
more upsetting to many work routines when the boss has to find replacements "on the spur of the moment" for traditional "ofF-the-job" absenteeism. This frustration increases if the supervisor must arrange overtime
for replacements. All this can be still more irksome in those companies
where there are strong drives under way to reduce absenteeism —and they
are numerous.
But it is lack of predictability for the alcoholic employee that adds "fuel
to the fire." The boss never knows what to expect from him. The boss
can't count on him compared with his other subordinates. At the same
time, the boss will be unexpectedly pleased•by a stretch of good work or
an effective series of tasks well done. So he becomes uncertain of this
employee, never knowing when, or under what circumstances, the alcoholic will "act up" or be all right.
All this makes the boss uneasy. He becomes apprehensive because the
problem-drinking employee may well put him in a "bad light." The boss
is troubled by anticipating that some incident such as a customer complaint, a "foul-up" with another supervisor, on an embarrassing incident
may happen. Then he will be asked why he had not done something
sooner about this employee. Furthermore, this can reflect up and down
the lines of authority. It is also interesting to note the role of possible
accidents. Although supervisors of alcoholics often describe the alcoholic
worker as relatively free of on-the-job accidents, they are nonetheless concerned about him and fear what might happen, even though it rarely does.
The immediate boss is further aggravated by the bad effect the alcoholic
employee has on other employees working around him. Often his work
piles up on other employees. They resent the fact that this particular
employee is not "holding up his end" of the job. Then, too, they become
disgusted with the need to be more concerned, anxious, and helpful for
this one person. After a time it begins to look like "favoritism." The boss,
too, is sensitive to the problem of "playing favorites," so he is just that
much more ready to resort to the alcoholism policy.
The readiness is increased by a frequent feeling that the alcoholic
employee is putting something over on him. At first the boss did some mild
cover-up. Also it is only natural in our society to try to help — especially
if you are a supervisor. So as the boss tries to help, tries to reason, tries to
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Why He Hesitates to Use Program
From this description it would seem the immediate boss would not hesitate
to use the alcoholism policy. But, unfortunately, he does. And often with
very good reason. Probably the foremost of these reasons is the desire of
the boss himself to help the developing alcoholic overcome his drinking
problem. Rather than turn him over to the impersonal treatment of a
company policq, he often chooses to try to handle the matter himself. He
reasons that it is the duty of a good supervisor to take an interest in his
worker's problems, hopes and despairs. So, often the boss tries to understand and handle the problem himself. To do otherwise would be an admission of failure as a supervisor. But to be successful in efforts to help his
problem-drinking subordinate would be very satisfying to the boss. In
addition, it would salvage a good man for the company.
Then, too, the boss tends to believe that to use the policy is a matter
of last resort after everything else has failed. Like many others he usually
has the stereotype of a late-stage skid-row bum in mind. So the employee
must be showing symptoms consistent with this late-stage image before he
is eligible for the alcoholism policy and its program. If and when the
fellow gets that bad,figures the boss,,he should be turned over to the medical department or whatever part of the company the policy calls for.
In the x►~eantime, the boss figures: "I will do all I can to help him, not
"
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label him." In other words, the supervisor tends to believe that resorting
to the alcoholism procedure is "finish," that if there is still a possible chance
the employee should be shielded from a label akin to a skid-row "lush."
But if he gets that bad, then, and only then, should he be turned over 'to
the medical department.
So, the boss is apt to spend an undue amount of his time trying to
reason, cajole, and listen to, his charge. He is apt to go out of his way
to show him extra consideration and help him with his "will power."
Often the foreman holds a strong value of "standing on your own two
feet." As a result he sees this employee as a child to be helped to independence rather than treated by "outsiders." In addition he may well
have been successful in such efforts with other employee problems unconnected with alcoholism and naturally tries the same approach here.
In essence, this is a supervisor fulfilling the general role of boss. He is
willfully and deliberately trying to meet the expectations of such a role.
One of the chief notions of the human relations school of supervision is
to understand and help employees work out personal problems that hurt
job performance. In doing so he is not deliberately protecting the alcoholic
so he will not come to the attention of some other authorities in the
organization.
But he —the boss — is managing the matter himself. The end result is
that the boss does not use the alcoholism policy, except as a last resort, if
at all. By this time the progression of the disease has probably taken the
employee well into symptoms that respond very slowly to any kind of
treatment.
A variety of other considerations buttress this reluctance to make use
of the alcoholism policy. Often its use is regarded as equal to discharge.
Once on the alcoholism procedure, reasons the boss, there is a good chance
the employee may be separated from the company. There is, of course, a
rough truth in this. Because of hesitation by the boss the disease has
progressed to a point where discharge or some form of separation is a
likely outcome. The supervisor notes this coincidence and reasons that it
might have been better not to have used the program at all since it
resulted not in rehabilitation, but in discharge or separation — so a vicious
circle develops.
These reactions are reinforced by the likelihood that the boss often
regarded the alcoholic as a capable, able worker. Certainly there were times
when he did not so look upon him. But in many ways the boss is apt to
remember work performance when it was not directly affected and .also
to note periods when the problem drinker would "snap out of it." It is
this latter factor that especially creates a hesitancy to use a policy. After
trying very hard to help this employee overcome the problem, it is easy
to become overly hopeful when periods of "snapping out of it" occur, and
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frequently they do. The alcoholic employee is shrewd enough to see trouble
coming; he is worried enough to try to control his drinking.
So he does frequently straighten out, only to relapse. But at the eime of
temporary improvement the boss is apt to see it as a sign of hope and so
continue his efforts to treat the case himself rather than "turn him in."
A cluster of secondary factors back up these main reasons for the boss
of an alcoholic not using the policy available to him. The family of the
employee may be one. The boss is reluctant to hurt the wife and children,
for example, by what he believes to be a stigmatic label. Again there is the
late-stage, skid-row stereotype operating in this reluctance. To the boss it
may be an illness, but it is also a moral stigma, and to label the employee
"alcoholic" is to apply that stigma and so hurt his wife and children.
Closely akin to this reason for hesitation are work situations where the
boss and the alcoholic had worked with each other for years as peers, had
known each other off the job intimately, and had often drank together.
Such a situation can be aggravated by fellow workers seeing their work
associate as awell-liked, popular person even though he does drink too
much and cause them some inconveniences. These points are sharply accentuated if the boss is a first-level supervisor. In such a spot he is the "man
in the middle," trying to identify with both management and his men. In
such an "in-between" status he is particularly sensitive to friendship and
family reasons.
Finally, there are instances in which certain organizational factors will
create hesitation. Supervisors may foresee an uncomfortable and timeconsuming "mix-up" with the union, and unless a policy is well-launched,
this can be a reality causing many bosses to hesitate. In addition, challenges
by the union can be embarrassing because the boss may not have the formal
records to back up his use of the program. There is also the need to fill
out records and forms in a world already full of paper work. It is also
quite possible for the boss to feel unsure of himself when the medical
department comes into the picture. He may feel uncertain about backing
there because, as he sees it, he is not a medical man and so cannot diagnose
an illness condition.

Readiness of Supervisors Can Be Encouraged
What all this amounts to is really quite simple: There is a readiness among
supervisors of alcoholics to use a policy. But this readiness is stymied by
perplexities that leave the boss floundering and puzzled, and vacillating
between using and not using. The problem is to free his readiness from
the confusion and indecision that surrounda it. In. a very real way he is
looking for help out of his dilemma.
One basic way to help him is to relieve him of the feeling it is his task
to manage alone the problem until it becomes intolerable. This is not an
1
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easy communications problem. Both in policy communication and in training, however, it is possible to show him that a policy and its treatment
possibilities can work with him, sharing the "headache" and the treatment effort.
Certainly he is still a part of the treatment picture — it is he who must
primarily execute, if necessary, the discharge policy if realistic treatment
efforts fail. But he need not "go it alone"; he can get company help in his
desire to restore the employee to health.
Above all he should not be given the feeling that someone else has "taken
over"; rather he has resources within the company he can call on for help.
It is at this point that the term `'sick" is crucial. The boss can get medical
and specialized aid for an illness in one of his employees. Since he will freely
admit he is not a medical man, there is a reasonable basis for him to accept
help, realizing that his relationship with his employee during treatment is
also a most important part of the therapy.
It is helpful to point out that supervisors of alcoholic employees have
usually regretted offering "the helping hand" too much and too long. Typically they agree it did more harm than good to try to manage the matter
all alone. As they look back on the experience they see how the problem
drinker was manipulating them by playing on their sympathies, by being
contrite and humble when lectured, and by "snapping out of it" for a time.
Two other rock-bottom points should be made over and over. First, the
supervisor has nothing to be ashamed ofbecause he does not understand
the problem. His indecision and vacillation are quite understandable. No
aspersions are cast on him because in the midst of a busy work world he
is not knowledgeable. Above all, do not accuse him of deliberate, calculated concealment, which implies he has clearly decided what to do, when
actually he has been largely seesawing back and forth. In short, tailor all
training and communications about alcoholism to the probability that he
has been torn both ways, rather than assume he has deliberately joined
with the alcoholic employee in a determined efFort to prevent his problem
from coming to light.
It may be prudent to keep in mind that in "tall" organizations, i.e.,
organizations with many layers of supervision, the first level supervisor
may feel quite insecure and uneasy in carrying out the company's
policy. Therefore, based on observations of problems that emerge in the
execution of numerous programs, it seems best to think of "supervision" as including at least the first two levels. In other words, the
first line supervisor and his supervision constitute the major unit of
management that executes. the policies and plays a prominent role in
carrying out company programs.
Also, it is quite easy for personnel men, industrial physicians and
manegement ofTicials to develop a false picture of how the supervisor
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reacts to an alcoholic employee; namely, the boss is a culprit who identifies immediately with the problem-drinking employee and blocks
therapy because he "covers up." At this point, these persons are engaging in just the kind of stereotyping that permits the immediate boss
to see only late-stage, skid-row symptoms, as indicating alcoholism—
the content of their stereotype is different, but the process is the same.
Second, continually state the simple point that the skid-row, late-stage,
"lost-weekend" picture of an alcoholic is as false as could possibly be. Just
as those working with the boss may see the boss falsely, so does he visualize
what an alcoholic is like falsely. This false notion is so ingrained in American thinking that it cannot be attributed solely to the supervisor by any
means. It is largely due to our obsession with skid-row bums and late-stage
symptoms. But it is not beyond alteration. By continuous, simple emphasis,
both direct and indirect, this mental image can be shifted. Only when the
supervisor works from an early and middle-period image, rather than a
late one, can we hope for adequate referral to a policy.
Practical Suggestions About Training Supervisors and

Union Shop Stewards
Recent research permits us to make certain specific suggestions about
the training of these key people regarding the alcoholic employee. The
first results from such extensive research is simply that the training
must be relevant to the realistic work-a-day world of the supervisor
and the shop steward. In short, this means that the training cannot
focus exclusively on alcoholism. If it does, many of the supervisors
get the feeling that it does not relate to the specific problems that they
face everyday.
If there are three per cent, typically, in a work force this means that
there are many, many supervisors and shop stewards who have never
encountered the developing alcoholic. Consequently, they are not
ready to deal specifically with the nature of the problem. The training
will be effective for them only to the extent that it does relate to
something that is salient in their lives. This "something" is the process
of being a supervisor, or being a shop steward.
Therefore, it is essential that such training use the alcoholic employee as a way to put the process of supervision, or of representing
the union, into bold relief. In other words, the alcoholic employee
is used as a way, as an example; to illustrate and put into bold relief
the nature of these two jobs. By so doing the supervisors and shop
stewards in the training feel that it related to something that is meaningful to them.
In other words, the alcoholic employee can be used £requentiy as
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combined with appropriate audio visual and other kinds of written
materials, the effectiveness of the training goes up sharply.
In addition, research has recently shown that if trainees are prepared
in advance for the content of the training, the response to that training goes up sharply. In other words, if persons moving into a training experience are, before they ever have that experience, sensitized
to its content, then the extent to which they change in a desirable
direction increases. One of the most practical ways of doing this is to
have trainees, before they ever go into a series of training experiences,
fill out scales and questionnaires that relate directly to the content
of the training they will subsequently experience. In practical terms,
a simple true-false or multiple choice series of questions can be prepared in advance and anonymously administered before persons ever
experience the training. The very experience of having gone through
an efFort to answer a series of these questions and choices sensitizes
the trainees to the content of the training and when they actually
experience it, their readiness to accept and deal with it goes up
sharply.
Finally; training about alcoholism that is included in a broader
scope that focuses upon the "problem employee" produces more desirable changes than does a training which is specifically and exclusively aimed at alcoholism. Apparently, judging from the research
results, the traditional approach has been a parochial one emphasizing
the uniqueness of alcoholism and the need to establish separate
policies, programs and educational efforts. On the other hand, it is
clear from such research results that there is close relationship between attitudes towards alcoholics and other behavioral problems.
As a consequence, the training in the broader problem employee approach produces more desirable attitudes, and combined with the
practical fact that the more general approach is easier to handle in a
training situation, all suggest that the problems of alcoholism can best
be included within the framework of a broadly based mental health
policy and program.
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specific case material that is the focal point of conference leadership
discussions, cases, and role playing, but in the process the major
objective is to train regarding the nature of being a good supervisor
and a good shop steward. By indirection the trainees will learn a substantial amount about alcoholism. If, on the other hand, the training
is aimed in a frontal fashion as the primary subject toward which the
training is directed, the resistances and feelings of irrelevancy will
wash out what possible achievements might be expected and can even
set the stage for adverse reaction all along the line.
Secondly, the training must be directed towards a very basic truth:
the alcoholic employee is a first-class supervisory problem. For the
shop steward and for the first line supervisor, he is a "pain in the
neck." There is substantial evidence to support this position. The
training must focus upon this so that a very realistic awareness of the
alcoholic employee as a personnel problem emerges. Much evidence
indicates that many shop stewards and first line supervisors are very
sympathetic to the developing alcoholic.
In short, they feel very little social distance between themselves and
him. Before they
take constructive action, training must widen
this social distance. As one supervisor of a developing alcoholic explained, "As long as I felt he was very much like me, and was overly
tolerant about the problems he caused for me, I hesitated and in truth
did absolutely nothing." In short, the training content must emphasize the extent to which the developing alcoholic is truly afirst-class
problem for the supervisor and shop steward, and in effect, lead these
key people to realize that, both now and certainly in the future, this
person will be a first-class "problem" for both of them. In this fashion
there will be some degree of social distance develop from the training
between these key people and the developing alcoholic, permitting
them in a psychological sense to take action.
Research has also shown that in any training group there is a relatively small, but clearly discernible proportion that responds to practically any kind of training method. If cases are used along with role
playing, there is a very sizeable minority that will respond to this
technique. If straightforward lecture is used, there is a segment that
will respond in a desirable direction to this particular technique. In
short, in any particular training group there are numerous sub-groups
that will respond to different kinds of training techniques. In the
training situation, therefore, it is of practical importance to use a
"shotgun" approach that emphasizes the use of all of these techniques.
Inevitably if lecture is combined with good and well developed role
playing, if that is followed by a series of conference leadership methods
in which discussion is emphasized, and in turn these techniques are
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CHAPTER VI

for weak and confused social punishments and threats. Actually he has
probably met with few clearly-defined, forewarned, automatic sanctions
in areas of his life where he is deeply involved,
If he is married there has .probably been confusion and vacillation on
the part of the spouse even greater than that of the boss. He has often
forestalled such action by giving up drinking for a time if the spouse shows
real signs of separation — a family version of "snapping out of it." Very
few direct sanctions have come from friends, relatives, private physician,
or neighborhood.
But there have been increasing signs of rejection. Friends, reluctant to
directly interfere, have shunned him more. Nasty episodes with the spouse
increase. Children are showing they are embarrassed and know something
is wrong. His doctor may well,have warned him. He himself can see he
drinks differently. Probably he withdraws from friends more than they
reject him. He finds recognition and response in drinking groups and
temporary drinking companions. Usually he holds values of self-control
and feels very guilty because these have been violated by his use of alcohol.
In sum, he knows something is wrong, but he has learned to get satisfaction for basic needs by the use of alcohol and in the drinking situation.
So he does not want to give up alcohol, but he is deeply disturbed by his
deviation and the trouble it is causing. Early in the problem he begins to
recognize something different about his own drinking. He is worried about
the consequences of it. He is in the classic spot of wanting to "eat his cake
and have it, too."
The way out is simple: Be secretive, hide the differences. Use surreptitiousmethods to drink. These will reduce the barbs from friends and family.
They will also provide a base for denying to himself that anything is wrong.
But soon he finds he must drink more, a good deal more, to get the same
satisfactions he had received somewhat earlier. In other words, he gets
drunker than before and his disguise becomes less effective. His surreptitious drinking becomes more obvious and ineffective for his purposes.
So to prove to himself that there still is nothing wrong he develops a
whole- network of excuses, explanations, rationalizations, and clever lies to
justify his use of alcohol. These also serve as defenses against the outside
world; they are beginning to see through the camouflage and behind the
secretiveness.
As he moves into the middle period of alcoholism he is developing a
private world of excuses, lies, justifications. These delusions are shared, if
at all, with drinking associates. In this way a sense of uniqueness, of not
being understood, of being "in here" while "they" are "out there," develops. Apart of this delusion system is an effort to relieve the mounting
self-hate. So, fantasies of accomplishment are added, near-impossible projects planned, and ir~iposing gestures made.

ACCEPTANCE OF TREATMENT BY THE
ALCOHOLIC EMPLOYEE
Even if supervisors do come to resolve their "seesawing" quickly in favor
of using the policy, do think in early-period terms rather than late-stage
terms, and do relax their "go it alone" attitude, there still remains the
question: How to motivate the alcoholic employee himself? This is the
toughest of the hard-core problems. A big start is made on it if the immediate boss behaves decisively, using early signs and sharing his problem
with a treatment facility of some kind. But there still remains the question
of how the employee himself might be motivated to accept both the nature
of his problem and the treatment offered.
This, of course, is the chief purpose of the entire program. Everything
is designed to set the stage for getting the alcoholic to accept available
therapy. In a very real way, the entire effort is directed at motivating the
alcoholic employee, leaving the treatment to specialized facilities. Obviously all incentive for the alcoholic to accept the program cannot come
from the job, but it can play a major, even a superior, part. In view of
the fact that sobriety will mean a drastic, almost total, change in his style
of life, that it will temporarily cause him unbelievable pain, the potential
incentive present in the job must be added if at all possible.

Why He Drinks the Way He Does
Up to the time the boss decided to refer him to the company program,
what had been the chief reasons for his abnormal use of alcohol? Apparently the job situation must help reverse these motives and introduce him
to satisfying new ones. He has learned that alcohol can help him satisfy
some of his most basic needs. It does more than just relax_ his anxieties. It
often provides him with recognition and emotional response from drinking
associates, making him feel confident, worthy, sought after, loved. In addition, it may well provide him with a chance for new experiences by helping
him revolt against undesirable restrictions: he can shed adult responsibilities of work and family. By repeatedly experiencing a reduction in these
basic drives in drinking experiences and situations, he learns an alcohol
response to them.
Whenever he feels tensions due to these unsatisfied drives he seeks immediate relief from them by the use of alcohol. It is, quite probable that he
has unusually high needs• of some type, i.e., security or response. So he
learns the value of alcohol in reducing them more intensively than drinkers
with more normal needs. The rewards he gets thereby more than make up
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the learned attachment to alcohol, providing an opportunity for other ways
of reducing tension to develop. What is needed first is some way to knife
through the network of rationalizations and private delusions so that the
attachment to alcohol as a tension reducer could be directly confronted.

These look odd and even ridiculous to those around him, So he withdraws more, isolates himself more. But he cannot down the feeling he has
lost his "will power." His values of self-control continue to haunt him and
provide the base for self-hate. As he uses alcohol more and more this selfhate becomes stronger and stronger. There is a bitter disappointment with
himself, an impotent rage directed inward.

Precip~tat~ng a Crisis
The one tool available at this point is job threat, made simultaneously
with an offer of treatment opportunity. If this "constructive coercion" is
without loopholes, is communicated "loud and clear" by a decisive supervisor who is backed by the union shop steward, and is tied directly to poor
job performance, it has a definite chance, of shattering the old pattern, of
"raising the bottom." It is striking hard at a highly sensitive area with -the
full force of both management and the union. It is coupled with a heavy
positiae emphasis on rehabilitation, on a "way back" to normal work life.
If this latter is effective, even partially, it will act to teach new ways to
reduce tensions and thus produce substitute satisfactions. In short, the
entire strategy centers in demonstrating to him that the job is no longer
unaffected, and doing this with such clarity and finality that it will set
in motion aself-hate which will be relieved by the opportunity for
rehabilitation.
This scheme is by no means without defects. At certain levels of our
society the self-hate is not as clear a part of the emotional reaction. For
example, in what is broadly referred to as the "lowesC" strata there is far
less awareness of abnormal behavior. Employees from these backgrounds,
in all probability, will not respond too well. The same can be said for some
personality types. Obviously there are those whose security needs are so
unusual that enforced cooperation of the kind embedded in the policy
will be intolerable — it is quite possible they would be damaged even
further. Another very obvious difficulty lies in the need to move swiftly
and decisively both in applying the policy and its sanctions when realistic
progress is not made.
Despite these deficiencies the strategy has much to commend it. Probably
its chief asset is that it presents the developing alcoholic with a firm positive.
definition of his condition coupled with an offer of help. But this is joined
by a predictable consequence —job loss — in such a way that the employee
cannot manipulate his way around the consequences of his drinking.

Job Plays Big Role In Denial of Alcoholism
This "alcoholic thinking" serves one main purpose — to prove to him that
there is nothing really wrong. Such assurance allows him to hold onto his
learned source of satisfaction — alcohol. But there are definite defects in
this, defects such as a sense of will power loss and self-hate. This, however,
is managed more and more by protecting the job from damage.
Despite many irrefutable signs that there is something very much wrong
with his drinking, he can point to the unaffected job and claim this shows
he is still in control: Thus the care to avoid absenteeism and accidents, the
intense concealment on the job. Not only does he share the emotional and
economic investments in the job with millions of workers, but he has
another reason to be deeply involved: The job is his most convincing proof,
both to himself and those who are crieicizing him, that he is in control.
The "Achilles heel" in all of this alcoholic thinking is the job and the
self-control it 'signifies. Should this bulwark crumble, he will truly have
no way to manage his self-hate. Obviously he would have lost his selfcontrol and might well feel relieved if someone helped him to find new
ways to meet his needs. In other words, it is obvious he will not usually
bring himself to accept the alcoholism program. But should he no longer
be able to point to the job for defense, his sense of self-hate will become
intolerable, and he will feel relieved that a way out is given him.
How can the alcoholism policy and the boss help at this point? The
attachment to alcohol as a way to reduce the tension of the unsatisfied
needs for recognition, response, security, and new experience is deeply
imbedded. The immediate reduction of these needs by alcohol and the
drinking situation has proven far stronger than social sanctions so far.
Under these circumstances what is needed is as strong and clear a series
of undesirable consequences — social sanctions — as possible, from as many
sources as possible.
In short, a crisis is needed. Until the suffering alcoholism causes him is
greater than the rewards it gives him there is little chance of treatment
success. He must lose something important to him, or at least face the very
real possibility of losing it, before the link between alcohol and need satisfaction can be weakened and, hopefully, broken.
Certainly this crisis or crises would not immediately replace alcohol as
a way to secure tension reduction. They would, however, help to shatter
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Role of Boss In Construe~ive Canfrvntat~on
The immediate boss has a definite role in the effort to get the alcoholic to
accept the nature of his problem. His first contribution is to make sure
the alcoholic employee does not manipulate him into further indecision.
The employee is very able at playing on his boss' indecision to what he
believes to be his advantage. The immediate boss has to resolve his "seesaw"
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to put the employee on the program; he has to keep on being decisive after
the policy is ¢ctiaated. The alcoholic has a tremendous need to have his
own way. He makes powerful attempts to control others' thoughts and
actions, especially those in authority.
The ingratiating tactics of the alcoholic can beguile the boss away from
the strategy. He will be docile and contrite and snap out of it in a very
attention-getting way. These are stratagems to relax the boss. He will
encourage the "let's go it alone" tendency of the boss by criticizing therapy
and casting aspersions on it. He is struggling to keep the problem in the
man-boss relationship, believing he can handle it here, but fearing that if
he goes to the treatment facility he will truly have to admit he has lost
control. It boils down to merely this: The boss must remain firm, pointing
out that he will administer the policy based on the prognosis of the treatment facility, but will back him completely while he is undergoing
treatment.
The boss will often be reluctant to directly approach the matter, but he
can add considerable weight if, from the very beginning, he firmly, without
hesitancy, tells the employee what the problem is and what the company
is going to do about it. Little lasting change is possible until the problem
is in the open and can be dealt with directly. He can legitimately take the
position that he has a right to do just this because of poor job performance.
As a matter of fact, on this latter point he can provide some recognition
by pointing out how job performance may have improved after treatment.
Of course there is the danger of being too hard —over-emphasizing the
job threat and playing down the positive offer of help. There is also the
problem of being too soft, for example: being overawed by the seniority
of an employee. Their seniority makes them "untouchables." Either one
of these attitudes will weaken the strategy. There is also the problem of
too close supervision — "breathing down back of neck." If at all possible
this must be avoided. The boss must accept the reasonable prognosis of
specialists and realize that "slips" do happen in rehabilitation and must
be absorbed up to a point.
The boss can add a great deal if he can physically accompany the employee to the first contact with the program — i.e., to personnel "middleman" or to medical department. If both he and shop steward can go it is
even more effective as a ritual, and if he can accompany him briefly on one
or two subsequent occasions it will add to the impression of interest and
conviction. In addition, the boss will have a greater impact if he hits him
with the explanation during a period of remorse such as "coming oil of
one."
Through alb of this the boss can underscore that the employee is suffering
from an illness; his malady is acceptable as such. The company proves this
by giving him treatment help, not disciplinary punishment. The supervisor
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can thus bolster the idea that the employee is not unique or unusual, pointing out that others have attained sobriety. If he has a "success" case who
is known to the employee he can use this as a model. Also he can point out
that there has been a great deal of treatment success throughout the country. There have been failures, too, but the prospects are good for his getting
better. In short, the company is providing a chance to re-enter the normal
work role; it puts the emphasis on positive opportunity but still insists it
will discharge if this action becomes necessary.
Although it may be somewhat difficult to work out, coordination of this
strategy with the spouse's reaction can be explored. She, or he, as the case
may be, may find that the firm, direct, open, and active position of the
boss and the company will clarify her reactions. She has probably been
condoning, covCring up, and providing ego support for some time despite
her awareness of the problem. But she becomes more and more disgusted.
If her exasperation can be coordinated with the reaction of the boss,
backed by the company, and the union, the key non-alcoholics in the
employee's life will have provided a series of social sanctions capable of
competing with the immediate satisfactions of alcohol. Truly, a crisis will
be precipitated, and the stage set for therapy. But the shock must be a
true one, just as the job threat must be forthcoming if tested. She must
not only threaten to leave him but give distinct signs of abandoning him
to his own fate, without her support.
On the other hand, this approach must be viewed with some caution.
The wife is probably more vulnerable to manipulation and thus may waver,
allowi3ig the alcoholic to play her off against the boss, a maneuver at which
he is a past master. Her own personality may strongly need the domination
and "mothering" possible when her husband is drinking. For that matter,
instead of wife, the mother may be the family figure. Here the possibilities
of faltering in a firm shock policy are probably even greater. But the boss,
or personnel representative, may well explore a combined shock, if their
judgment indicates a reasonable firmness in the spouse.

Strategy Underlying Constructive Confrontation
The sErategy is an effort to inject realistic sanctions, both positive and
negative, into the life of the developing alcoholic. The purpose is to
reduce the emotional rewards derived from drinking. It rests on the
belief that alcoholism works for the alcoholic until its emotional value
is reduced. Consequently, experiencing a serious subjective crisis due
to drinking acts to reduce this value, setting the stage for acceptance
of therapy. It operates from the observation that the general society
in America has failed to produce clear sanctions about alcohol use
~
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and this has permitted the alcoholic to develop his reward pattern—he
has never faced realistic sanctions.
Constructive confrontation introduces realistic, clearly understood,
negative sanctions, something lacking in American society typically.
This enforced cooperation, at the beginning, relieves the alcoholic of
the burden of developing a motivational pattern for himself and gives
him one he can accept without undue difficulty.
The strategy rests on the assumption that a true crisis can be precipitated. For example, it may be true that for a sizeable number of persons they have only an incidental investment in their jobs and, consequently, their job roles may not provide a genuine source of crisis precipitation that is truly competitive with the emotional rewards of
drinking. It further assumes that some of the personality traits often
associated with alcoholics are compatible with the strategy. For example, deep anxiety about one's own adequacy leaves the developing
alcoholic susceptible to environmental influences and, consequently,
susceptible to the constructive pressures present in the strategy.
The entire approach assumes that effective role performance can
be defined and, therefore, ineffective performance can be defined. It
is on the basis of such assessments of job performance that the strategy
is activated. If there are not present in the minds of supervisors and
shop stewards some specific notions about what constitutes effective
performance, then the strategy suffers. In this connection the strategy
also assumes that these key significant others in the life of the developing alcoholic are sufTiciently intolerant of poor role performance
to use the negative sanctions explicit in this strategy. Closely aligned
with this is the assumption that these key people in the alcoholic's
life will see no moral objection to some form of constructive pressure,
i.e., union shop stewards and officials in a company having a program
based on this strategy. Finally, the strategy rests upon a sharp emphasis
on the word constructive, first and foremost, with the introduction of
crisis precipitative elements as the developing alcoholic continues to
show poor job performance.
The confrontation by the shop steward and the supervisor should
begin with first a description of poor job performance accompanied
with the observation that it may have something to do with the drinking pattern. This is the only reason why the supervisor or shop
steward can enter the life—especially the private life of the employee
—because of poor job performance. Should the poor job performance
continue, a subsequent confrontation again based on this very practical fact should occur.
This time increased emphasis should be placed on the possibility
that poor job performance emerges from drinking behavior. Should
poor job performance continue, the introduction of the crisis precip60
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itating aspects of the company policy should take place. It should always occur, however, under the larger umbrella of constructive opportunity to secure therapy and to secure support for rehabilitation.
When a final third or fourth confrontation is necessary, the crisis precipitation is emphasized as strongly as are the rehabilitative opportunities available.
At this point the final assumption in the strategy occurs, namely
that which has already been touched upon, the need to follow through
should the poor job performance and role disruption continue. This
offers the greatest opportunity to deliver to -the treatment resource,
whatever it may be, a person who has been pue in the kind of constructive bind that will make him receptive to the rehabilitative opportun~ities.

Varying Job Conditions Can Help
Favorable response by the problem-drinking employee to the program
may also be aided by varying certain job conditions. The question of job
transfer always appears as a possibility. A certain amount of job content
change may be helpful, but it is doubtful if out and out transfer will
contribute very much. Above all it seems desirable to maintain the same
supervisory relationship after therapy has started.
On the other hand, job changes that remove the employee from the
emotional supports of friendly fellow workers may be helpful. It is definitely
helpful to reduce- the amount of freedom to move around completely on
his own. In other words, removal of obvious drinking opportunities during
the work day can help some to sustain the impulse to remain sober. If it
is possible to assign him to work with a stable, able, relatively sober
"partner," it can be a positive influence. Reversed, it can cause real
damage. Of course many jobs do not lend themselves to this arrangement
and cannot be created just for rehabilitation of one employee.
It is always possible to reassess his abilities and try to use them more
fully. Vocational rehabilitation of a thorough kind could help him positively. If the personnel department is equipped to make such appraisals
it definitely might be of help. Various employment offices, both public
and private, might be used if deemed advisable.
A final point should be made regarding the positive side of this motivation scheme. The entire strategy assumes that the therapy available will
offer to the alcoholic employee a realistic hope that sooner or later a life
of sobriety will be more rewarding than "crises" of alcoholism. This places
a heavy burden on treatment referral sources. But only the acceptance of
such a task will make therapy realistic. Certainly the work place will have
done its job full well if it delivers to the treatment facility, whatever it may
be, an employee who has been constructively coerced to• seek help and
whose readiness to change has been started in the desired direction.
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CHAPTER VII
LONG-TIME USE OF PROGRAM

come by consistently and firmly pressing the different parts of a program
steadily over time. Gradually they will become a part of on-going routine.
With time weak parts can be strengthened, failures studied, and purposes
widely explained.

It takes time to develop the ingredients of an alcoholism program. Each
of the parts calls for changes. Although these do not usually require any
new personnel or budget increases, they do require changes in attitude,
knowledge and procedure of current personnel. Because traditional notions
about alcoholism have developed stereotypes that do not alter easily, these
necessary changes take more time than in changes where fewer emotionallycharged ideas are present. For example, some companies have found that
it takes much longer to develop and write a policy on alcoholism than it
does to write new employment policies. Others report that only after a
dozen or so years of a policy do the majority of supervisors "unfreeze"
their attitudes and freely use the policy without hesitation.
But probably the slowest part of a program lies in treatment. Often a
company has to stimulate interest among hospitals, psychiatrists, and
private physicians. Following this the treatment "know-how" must develop.
But this also takes time since treatment techniques are just now emerging
and so are largely unevaluated. In addition to this time-consuming aspect,
there is the problem of influencing the alcoholic himself. As we have seen,
he will initially deny, resist, try to manipulate. It takes more time to get
him to treatment than it does the victim of more traditional illnesses.
Time is also consumed in working out the "bugs" of a policy especially
when a union is present. Even though there may be initial union acceptance
and assurances of cooperation, there is time consumed in actual scrutiny
of a specific case who is a union member. It takes time to establish a new
definition in many minds, to explain the purpose of a policy and how it
works, to allow for, at least, a degree of informal resistance and "dragging
of feet."
In much the same way, supervisors do not quickly shift their thinking
away from long-held ideas. Training about early clues requires repetition
at intervals to effectively combat late-period images of alcoholics. It takes
time to demonstrate that using the policy does not inevitably mean discharge or separation. Successes pile up slowly and are not noticed for at
least a year or so. The supervisor has to be assured numerous times that
he is not expected to handle such employees but is expected to get help
in supervising them. In other words, it takes time for supervisors to learn
the value of a staff service and make use of it.
Unfortunately, however, there is frequently a desire for "quick results."
When these are not forthcoming, or resistances are strong, or one part of
the program works and another does not, there is a tendency to lag or
drop. Practically speaking, these are what would be expected. Results will
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Furthermore, the small company seems to be more tolerant — infinitely
more so —than in larger industry. It is more personalized; management
comes to know the employee more as an individual and to concern itself
more with his personal problems. So they are reluctant to discharge unless
there is a very flagrant reason. Thus the alcoholic employee often remains,
costing the small employer in poor performance. Added to this is the
smaller employer's frequent dislike for going into the job market — so he
tends to keep the alcoholic employee, if he is not too bad, once he has
hired him.
In short,the small company has as much reason as the big one to consider
the alcoholic employee as a personnel problem. It is, like the large one,
often reluctant to admit it has any alcoholic employees. But once it realizes
that it probably does have them, the small company can easily put together
the parts of a program and achieve as much success with it as a'large firm.
And,regardless of size, the parts of a program are the same — policy, early
identification, treatment resources, motivation of immediate supervisor and
alcoholic employee, plus time.

ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS IN
SMALLER COMPANIES
Company programs on alcoholism have been largely confined to large
companies with good-sized staffs. Their success and example have greatly
speeded up the acceptance of alcoholism as a treatable illness. On the
other hand,it has also fostered a false notion that only big companies have
the facilities and staff to start and maintain a program. In fact, however,
smaller companies can easily make and use a policy, with practically no
expense. In some ways they can do it more easily and economically than
a big one. Probably more important, the alcoholic employee is by no means
limited to large companies — he is as apt to be in small ones as in big ones.
Since the employed population of America works in small, medium-sized,
as well as large companies — nearly one out of every two persons employed
in the U. S. is owner, manager or worker in a small business — alcoholic
emp]oyees are probably represented somewhat evenly in all sizes. It may be,
however, that these employees are a bit overrepresented in small ones.
Many small companies do not have the staff to screen and select employees
as carefully as larger ones, They cannot recruit as widely and so are forced
to hire "left-overs" more often. The alcoholic worker, especially in lowerstatus occupations, is likely to be well represented among such recruits.
Furthermore, contrary to popular belief, the number of small businesses
in the U. S, has increased slightly per 1,000 population in the last ten
years. For these reasons it seems probable that the alcoholic employee is
present in at least equal if not greater numbers in small companies as in
large.

Program Needs to Be Tailored to Small Company
But certain features of small companies make it necessary to tailor the
general strategy of a program. Usually small businesses have fewer supervisory personnel; there are fewer "levels" between employee and manager
or owner. Often there are no staff personnel at all or only part-time ones.
Thus a small manufacturing company may have an office manager who,
in addition to his regular duties, does all personnel functions.
Or it may be that a small company is closely tied to a parent organization, but geographically is widely separated from both the "parent" and
other small units. Under such conditions the unit is in many ways autonomous, but it still can draw on the resources of the larger organization. In
contrast, the small company may be largely without direct or indirect
connection with any larger firm and as such stands almost completely on
its own two feet. Frequently such businesses organize loose trade associations that help meet common problems.
There are many different kinds of small businesses. They vary. by the
extent of supervisory levels between workers and owner-managers, by the
number of personnel staff available, by the possible tightness or looseness
of control by a parent company, by the strength of trade associations to
which they might belong, Their diversity seems to be noticeably greater
than among large companies.
Furthermore, small businesses are more apt to be in smaller towns and
cities, away from large urban centers. There is some tendency, however,
for a mild concentration in suburban areas. This, however, does not provide
the multitude of possible services and information of the urban center.

Impact Probably Greater
But his impact on the small company may well be greater than on the large
corporation. The cost of his poor work cannot be afforded as easily as in a
big company. Here mediocre work is not felt as keenly or as quickly and
is balanced out more easily, Because of more intimate, personalized work
relations in the small company his problem is apt to be more visible. He
causes adverse effects on nnarale of fellow workers more quickly.
In addition, the entire hiring and replacement problem tends to be more
difficult in a smaller company, so it may be slower to consider replacement
of an alcoholic employee. For that matter, an alcoholic spouse of an
employee can have quite an impact on the work situation, especially in a
small company. The worry, frustration, and perplexity of an alcoholic wife
or husband can reduce work efficiency, increase absenteeism, and create
personality problems.
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In sum, the small company probably does not have internal facilities
such as full-time medical and industrial relations personnel. Some may
have ties with a parent company that provides a degree of help, but not
on an uimiediate basis. The industrial nurse is probably the most frequent
employee who could work into a program. In addition, there is often a
half-time personnel man who could easily become aware of and administer
a program.
Another difference lies in the less formal organization of small companies. A "family" atmosphere is more prevalent, and there is less emphasis
on formal authority as such. The personalities of the men who own and
manage a small firm often give it an individual quality. Their leadership
and guidance determine policy and its effectiveness. Sanctions such as job
discharge after therapy for alcoholism are thus more individualized, more
informal.
Smallness also sharply limits the number of alcoholic cases a firm may
have. In a company of 300 employees it is reasonable to believe that five
or six employees .are probably alcoholic, assuming a normal age and sex
ratio. This is not enough for sustained awareness. There is apt to be an
"off-again," "on-again" pattern of experience with alcoholic employees.
There will probably be times when none at all are present. Furthermore,
these will tend to be lumped with other "problem" employees such as the
emotionally immature and physically deteriorated. Rather than think in
terms of a specific problem employee the small employer is more likely to
think of problem employees in general and how to handle them.
Because of these differences from big companies the general strategy of
a company alcoholism program needs to be fitted to small business. All
the basic ingredients of a company program• must be used, but altered
somewhat for a smaller firm. Thus policy must have the same "basics" —
recognition as an illness, provision of treatment help, and job loss "if
reasonable progress is not forthcoming" —but these can be individualized.
It need not be a highly formal statement but can be recognized policy
among management. It is easier to write. There are fewer segments to
object and delay a policy decision. Many small companies can quickly and
easily form, communicate and carry out such a policy without too much
concern over communication coordination, or "lip service." Management
is close to all phases of an operation and can immediately see that a policy
is carried out —for example,in thousands of small companies, management
and ownership are in the hands of the same person.
But there is apt to be more reluctance to use the constructive coercion,
or job discharge, aspects of a policy. Because of the more personalized
nature of policy, less medical personnel to set clear prognosis, and the
greater tolerance of smaller companies, this vital part of a policy may
easily be watered. It may even be forgotten entirely if a union is present.
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So where policy is concerned the small company must be more concerned
with "follow-through," setting the possible point of discharge as realistically and fairly as possible.
The infinite tolerance of small companies can seriously weaken a policy.
This is as much a matter of "top management" attitude as supervisor's
attitude. To a sharp degree the greatest problem a small company faces
in putting a policy into use is the tendency of the manager-owner to give
the alcoholic employee infinite numbers of "last chances." In other words,
smald companies are more prone to be over-lenient on the job threat part
of a ~iolicy, esbecially their top management.

Treatment Resources Available to Small Company
Where treatment outlet is concerned the small company will probably
have to tailor its program more drastically, compared with larger companies. In practically all instances it will have to depend on outside facilities.
If it is located in an urban or suburban area its problem is quite different
from the small company in a relatively rural area. Apart-time personnel
man can easily learn about information centers, specialized clinics and
hospitals, and specialized physicians, A. A. groups are readily available
and can always be found regardless of region. Even if a small company
does not have a personnel man at all, nor an industrial nurse, its supervision can easily find out about treatment facilities, often available on a
free basis.
Such a company usually has a physician for some type of medical consultation; he can be asked to become aware of facilities. Personal physicians
of management can be asked to learn about treatment possibilities. If an
industrial nurse is present she can readily be assigned the task. In short,
such a company, located where some type of treatment is, in all likelihood,
available, need only alert itself in some fashion.
But the isolated small company has a greater problem. It must rely
almost completely on its physician and A. A. To a marked degree it can
urge its physician to learn about alcoholism, to discover its various treatments. For example, the MANUAL ON ALCOHOLISM, prepared by
the Committee on Alcoholism of the American Medical Association, is
readily available from the American Medical Association. In addition, this
committee can provide additional literature directed toward the private
physician. But in close conjunction with this possibility there is A. A.
This fellowship is present in many smaller towns and even hamlets. A
smaller company can find and employ on a necessary job a member of
A, A. who can act as a direct contact with that fellowship.
A. A, members often make excellent employees. It is not difficult to
contact a group. Usually they are listed in the local phone book under
"Alcoholics Anonymous" and an interested outsider can learn more by
~
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asking when he can attend an "open" meeting. It is also possible that a
current employeers already a member of A. A. By letting a group know
of his interest, an employer can probably hire an A. A. member, but do
so primarily because he can do a necessary job, not because he is an A. A.
Furthermore, most outlying towns and small villages are today relatively
close to a large urban center. Raxely is it more than a four or five hour
trip to a population center where more specialized treatment is available.
Again, it requires very little time or energy for a particular supervisor, a
nurse, or a private physician who works with a small company to learn
about facilities in nearby cities.
Possibly the only inside resource for many small companies is the industrial nurse. Often she has conflicting feelings about an alcoholic and a
company policy must be carefully explained. But she possesses a professional background that enables her to quickly learn, once she is given the
opportunity and the encouragement. She is a valuable adjunct to any
kind of therapy as well as to A.A. She is especially valuable in early
identification and referral.
In a small company she comes to know many aspects of a particular
health problem. Since alcoholism has numerous medical complications she
often can help "sow the seed" of awareness in an alcoholic's thinking.
She can be especially useful in learning about treatment facilities in the
area and keeping informed on what they are, how to contact them and
what they cost.
For those small units of a large, widely-scattered company there are
possibilities of calling on the company's medical department. There is even
the possibility of stimulating acompany-wide policy by the adoption of
an "individualized" approach in the unit. Help can be requested of all
company medical and personnel staff as a treatment outlet, whether or not
a company-wide policy is in effect.
But geographical separation and lack of knowledge of the specific situation will make such outlet information somewhat abstract.~There is very
little substitute for on-the-scene knowledge and action. "Home offices"
can give genera) information and background help, but management of
local units must usually find specific treatment outlets. And for those small
companies who have only very loose relationships with a parent company
— a car dealer for a large automobile manufacturer, for example —there
is probably very little help from the "parent" company.
This, however, does not preclude the possibility of a company with
many outlets throughout the country helping its dealers in health matters.
As a matter of fact it would be one of the' most effective ways to reach
thousands of small businesses. Mere suggestions about how a policy might
be formed, what a program's main points were, would be of great value.
The basic conclusion is that the diversity of types of small businesses does

not permit any standard pattern. Rather it indicates that the immediate
management can easily learn about treatment facilities in its own situation
and be prepared to use them, whatever they are.

Small Units of a Big Company
This raises the question of how company policy in an organization of many
small, separated units could be most effectively organized. It seems reasonable for "headquarters" to set up the policy basics, communicate them
clearly and often, but leave to the local unit the problem of treatment
outlet, early identification, and training of supervision.
Finally, the private physician has certain features that the small company
might well consider. There is a substantial minority among them who are
interested, often knowledgeable, and willing to follow through with a
case. This is certainly not the majority, but there are signs such physicians
are increasing. Although these interested physicians do not have proven
treatment techniques at their disposal, they do not reject the alcoholic
patient as a moral degenerate. Identification of some such private physicians by an interested management of a small company, and their general
use and encouragement, would provide both a treatment outlet and the
expansion of knowledge among a key professional group.
Then, too, there are private physicians scattered throughout the country
who specialize in the treatment of alcoholism. Usually there is such a
doctor within a two hundred mile radius of any business. Knowing who
he is and how he can be reached can often provide the basic treatment
for a small business.
The small company has one consolation in its search for available
treatment. Almost any type of therapy will help some and often help a
great deal. Thus if no clinic or specialized treatment is available, an interested private physician will be useful. If a specialized physician is not easily
available, A.A. exposure may have a substantial effect. The big point is
try something. There is, at least, afifty-fifty chance.

Early Identification in a Small Concern
Where early on-the-job signs of alcoholism are concerned the small company enjoys an advantage. The intimate, personalized, "family" atmosphere enables a closer knowledge and awareness of early signs such as
hangover, symptoms and "partial" absenteeism. Informal contacts combine
with work routines to increase the general visibility of early signs. The
man-boss relationship has many personal aspects, many of which bring
confirming clues from neighborhood, family, work associates.
But the biggest problem in small companies is to produce an awareness
of the seriousness of these early identification signs, Various features of
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small businesses often provide a better opportunity for early identification,
but there is probably less connection between these clues and the significance of them. In early identification discussions with supervision greater
emphasis needs to be placed on the danger these signs indicate than on
the signs themselves. In many ways, supervisors in small companies know
about a drinking problem quite early but do not realize the danger. The
big need is for supervisory training to bring to their attention what these
signs mean. In addition a small company may have only a few cases over
a period of time. This will also tend to reduce the significance of early
signs. In short, early identification training must be strongly linked with
,brobable alcoholic developments later in the illness for results to be e$ective, especially in smaller companies.
Despite this problem, possibilities of early identification are still enhanced
in small companies. More supervisory persons are apt to see and contact
the developing alcoholic than encounter him in big companies. Supervisors
shift around less; employees are transferred less, although they may fill
multi-purpose jobs. If they do, they are seen frequently by numerous
supervisors as well as by their main one.
It will be harder for the developing alcoholic to cover up. Partial absenteeism of all kinds will usually be far more visible. Results of drinking
during the work day cannot be hidden as easily from supervisors because
there are fewer employees in physical quarters that are relatively small.
Personality changes after noon-time drinking are not lost in a mass of
employees, but stand out clearly among relatively few employees.
All of this makes it easier for an alcoholism program in a small company
to motivate the immediate boss to use the program. If the significance of
early signs are clear to him he has a good chance to think in terms of
eaxly-stage signs rather than late-stage characteristics. This reduces one
of the basic obstacles the boss has in referring an employee to a program:
thinking in skid-row terms — i.e., "if he finally gets that bad I will do
something about it." Since early signs tend to be more visible in the small
company, the boss in a small company has an excellent chance to refer an
alcoholic employee to a program very early in the disease, proaided the
significance of those early signs are a~ipyecfated.
Also, the tendency of the boss to engage in "do-it-yourself" therapy with
the alcoholic employee will tend to be less in small companies. Certainly
this characteristic of the supervisory role will be present. But many of the
reasons for reporting a problem drinker to a program will be stronger in
a small company and so overcome this tendency of the boss to handle the
matter himself. Thus he can more easily be put in a bad light by the
alcoholic. The boss comes into more frequent contact with and under the
scrutiny of the owner/manager. Incidents involving the alcoholic employee
can quickly embarrass the boss. Bad effects on fellow workers can readily
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be seen by the boss. Poor work performance shows and cannot be covered
easily. His absenteeism, both "partial" and "off-the-job," are easily noticed.
The boss in a small company, in short, becomes more sensitive all along
the line. This sensitivity to the alcoholic employee causes him to be more
motivated to use the policy.
In some respects the alcoholic himself can be more easily influenced in
a small company. It is much easier for him to be told in very simple terms
"your work is unsatisfactory, and we believe you have a drinking problem."
There are few levels of management, and all of them can say the same
thing to him at one meeting. Many small companies are not unionized
so the alcoholic cannot play management against the union. There are
practically no "go-betweens," such as personnel men or counselors, between
him and the treatment offered. He does not have many persons whom he
can manipulate between himself and facing up to 'admitting his problem
and accepting therapy. Thus the full impact of the job threat can be
brought home to him.
The small company can, compared with the large one, truly precipitate
a crisis. It also probably has ~ better chance to coordinate its policy with
the reaction of the spouse because of personalized relationships both off
and on the job. In no other place in the work world does an employer have
a better chance to bring a drinking problem clearly into the open and deal
with it directly. And there can be no more basic principle in therapy than
this one. The weak point, however, remains the tolerance of managerowners of small businesses. All the advantages of the small company may
easily be lost because management will not resort to discharge after reasonable therapy. If the alcoholic employee discovers this to be the case the
opportunity to motivate him will be lost.
This tolerance of small companies toward the alcoholic employee also
hampers their need to let a program mature —let it operate for a number
of years. If discharge of an alcoholic employee is not forthcoming after
reasonable efforts, then time will not help the program to grow, but, rather
will hinder it. Furthermore, the fact that small companies often have
periods when they do not have an alcoholic employee or are unaware of
any, makes them less likely to "work the bugs" out of a program through
using it steadily. Consequently, small companies have a problem with the
last necessary part of an alcoholism program — sustaining it over enough
time so that it will be used, understood, and supported.

Ways to Maintain a Program
Two simple ways of overcoming this problem are open. First, small companies can develop a program through their Trade Associations. Second,
they can develop a policy for problem employees in general, with the
approach to alcoholism as a part of it. Both of these possibilities are char-
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Even more relevant would be a policy on physical illnesses: The alcoholism program would most resemble this type of problem employee,
especially in providing at least treatment information, if not support.
It differs in its sharp emphasis on discharge if progress does not develop, But otherwise, alcoholism is a health problem just like heart disease. The small company can include it among its problem employees,
using the alcoholism program whenever it is necessary and reporting
on it regularly as a part of the company's over-all approach to problem
cases.

acteristic of many types of small business and so are practical.
Thus a Trade Association with many affiliated small businesses often
helps out their members by personnel administration techniques and employee health hints. Such trade groups could easily summarize and circulate
the experiences of small companies which operate alcoholism programs.
This could be done anonymously, although there is a sharp tendency today
for companies with programs to allow the use of their name.
There are, of course, groups of small employees who operate a joint
health program of both treatment and training for supervision. Such a
group could include alcoholism easily enough since it is a prominent health
problem. Among the cooperating companies a common policy could be
worked out and a program of training and treatment operated through
the Association for each member company.* In this way there would be
a substantial number o£ cases and a program could be used enough to get
it into working order.
Probably more practical, but less effective, is a broad policy on problem
employees with alcoholism and its program a prominent type of problem.
Rare indeed will be the small company who does not have employees who
fail to produce as they were expected to do. They may do so because of
lack of ability or skill for the job. They may be misplaced. They may just
naturally have friction with their boss or he may be inadequate as a
supervisor. They may not have grown up emotionally or may be physically
ill with such widespread maladies as heart disease or cancer. Alcoholism
probably ranks just after these types of employees in numbers so there is
every reason to include it among "problem employees."
Since practically every company will experience some employees who
fall in the "problem" category, it has every reason to systematically plan
what it intends to do about them. For example, what simple but effective
program can it have for the misplaced or the physically ill? A simple policy
on misplacement can be worked out. It can state merely that to avoid
misplacement there is a need to know job tasks and the details of those
tasks so that the company can match job and misplaced employee easier.
Such a policy might call for a replacement effort of a reasonable type for
a misplaced employee just as a policy on alcoholics would call fora reasonable degree of help and treatment aid. Both might then call for discharge
if these efforts proved futile.

Conclusion
t1 simple conclusion emerges from all of these points: Small companies
have definite reasons to form a program in alcoholism. They also have
many opportunities unique to a smaller concern. They can easily, and
without expense, form a policy and launch it without extensive consideration and delay. Early identification is simpler with them. Both the
immediate boss and his alcoholic employee can typically be motivated
more easily than in a large company. Because of these advantages, and
because of the spread of the alcoholic population through all types
and sizes of industry, great strides in reducing alcoholism can be made
if smaller businesses will develop their own policies and programs.

SUMMARY
Suggestions for developing an alcoholism program:
1. Formulate a company policy regarding alcoholics among company personnel which explicitly recognizes alcoholism as an illness.
State clearly that those employees affected are given the same benefits
of medical attention, insurance, and general personnel practices as persons with other health problems. In other words, make alcoholism a
"respectable" disease with which no guilt feelings should be associated.
2. The corner-stone of a successful company program is the solid
and unanimous support by management. Such affirmation breeds confidence from the top down, makes all personnel gradually aware of the
sincerity and practicability of such a move.
Once the program is announced by management, allow the progress
of its execution to be "slow and easy" and without fanfare. In other
words: "easy does it," for it takes time for the essential objective and its
worth to circulate down through the ranks of a company. Include alcoholism in the description and management of health problems in company bulletins and other publications, stressing particularly that alcoholism is a respectable disease, comparable to tuberculosis, heart disease, or cancer.

*Retail concerns are still the largest single groups of small businesses. There has been,
however, a sharp increase in construction, finance, insurance and real estate companies. Various trade associations represent these blocks of small businesses and
could perform this function.
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3. However, at the time of inception of a new company policy toward
alcoholism among employee, hold special supervisory meetings outlining
this new step of management. Inform supervision about the "warning
signs",early detection, attempts of "cover up" by alcoholics, also the futility
of "cover up" by supervision in order to protect his employees aHiicted.
Explain the progressive nature of alcoholism. Place supervision directly
responsible for referral action.
4. Include shop stewards, or other union officials, in early plans for steps
#1 and #2. Avoid any intimation of "crusading." Aim the new policy
as the relief of a difficult problem for supervisors and foremen as well as for
the treatment of alcoholic employees.
5. Supervisors and foremen are the key personnel who determine the
success or failure of an alcoholism program.
Supervision must motivate the alcoholic employee toward treatment.
They must be thoroughly "sold" on the program and then allowed to
try it out in their own way.
By this is meant that management should let supervision know that
it is .realized there are reasons pulling them both ways —for and against
referring alcoholics for treatment.
The company must establish a straightforward policy and provide a
simple basis for resolving the superintendent's or foremen's indecision.
Management must let it be known that it does not believe the boss will
willfully engage in "cover up" and especially point out that the supervisor
is not losing an em~iloyee, he is retaining 'one after suitable treatment.
Due to the progression of alcoholism, the supervisor is actually doing
the employee a personal disservice in not motivating him toward treatment.
6. After referral for treatment, the Medical Department (or in the cases
of smaller companies — outside medical consultation, community clinics,
etc.) works closely with supervision, labor relations, safety, insurance,
employment and other departments which might be involved. Insofar as
possible maintain the confidence of the afflicted in the personnel records.
The medical records are, of course, inaccessible.
7. Admittedly one of the greatest difficulties in handling alcoholics is
to get them to acknowledge in the early stages that they do have a problem.
The Medical Department, personnel manager, employee counselor, or
whoever handles the alcoholism program, should "sell" the alcoholic
employee on the program — by a mixture of precipitating a crisis with a
job termination or an offer of a "way back" through treatment support
backed by management ald the way down the line. Remove the alcoholic
employee's last defense by clearly, but simply, telling him fairly early in his
illness what his problem is and how it will result in job loss if continued.
But underscore the positive part of treatment help.
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g. Utilize the resources of all community agencies. These include
general hospitals, community committees and information centers on
alcoholism, Alcoholics Anonymous, private physicians and the clergy.
If such resources are few, help with other companies to create such
resources.

Post-treatment rehabilitation of the alcoholic employee involves first
of all a medical evaluation to determine fitness for return to work.
Follow-up counseling is then undertaken whenever possible to consolidate gains made through treatment and to provide encouragement
and support for the employee in the hope that the disease can be kept
in an arrested condition permanently.
Finally,give the program TIME to work!

P

Suggestions for a Comprehensive
Labor-Management Program
Areas in which only a joint effort by both labor and management
can become effective:

ik

1. Elimination of existing alcoholism-related exclusions and limitatio~s that unfairly restrict employee health and income benefits and
service within an integrated health care program,
2. Provision of comprehensive insurance benefit protection for all
aspects of physical or mental illness, including those relating to alcoholism.
3. Joint management•union efforts to remove unfair exclusions of
alcoholics from hospitals and other community health facilities.
4. Expanded management-labor efforts, with the support of experts
in the field, to improve community alcoholism control programs—in
quality and numbers—nationally and in the communities they directly
serve.
It is imperative that both management and the labor unions involved work together. There must be a joint labor-management
committee involved in any company alcoholism program. Too often
in the past this has not been the case.
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(The fallacy of "controlled drinking" where alcoholism exists)
A straightforward exposition of the fact that alcoholics do not "drink" (as
the term is commonly used) but are solely concerned with the ingestion of
alcohol. Therefore any form of so-called "social drinking" is dangerous and
practically impossible for these sick people whose illness is never "cured,"
only arrested.
~~A COMPANY PROGRAM ON ALCOHOLISM—BASIC OUTLINE~~
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(Prepared with the help of 35 leading U.S. firms then having such pra
grams in effect when published in 1959, this pamphlet is now in its Fifth
Printing due to actual orders)
Written as an aid to management in formulating a company program for
the rehabilitation of alcoholic employees.
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~~ALCOHOLISM IN INDUSTRY— MODERN PROCEDUPES~~
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(For top-manabement doom through the ranks of supervisors and foremen. Written by Prof. N¢rrison M. Trice, School of Indtartrial and Labor
Relations, Cornell University)
The essential "basics" which are encountered and must be treated by all
company supervision in dealing with alcoholism as an employee illness.
~~ALCOHOLISM: A FAMILY ILLNESS~~

(Practical steps toward dealing with the crisis produced by alcoholism
among all family members)
The impact of alcoholism on family life—its effect on the wife or husband
of the sick person, on the children, on the survival of the family itself.
Where to turn for help, how to influence the ill family member to seek
treatment, suggestions for the well-being and peace of mind of the family
members indirectly affected by alcoholism.
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`ARRESTING ALCOHOLISM~~
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(Practical steps toward reaching a happy state of permanent sobriety)
For the alcoholic, his family, associates and employer in coping with this
little-understood illness.
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(For a further understanding of the many different types of alcoholism)
An abstract of Dr. E. M. Jellinek's book, "The Disease Concept of Alcoholism," written in the language of the layman.
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~~GUIDE LINES FOR ADMISSION OF ALCOHOLICS TO HOSPITALS~~
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Written for the specific attention of those who set the admissions policies
of the nation's hospitals in order to open up more beds for the treatment
of patients with the diagnosis of alcoholism. Contains favorable statements
in this regard from the American Medical Association and American Hospital Association. Also the criteria to be recognized as proper indications for
hospitalization of alcoholics, drawn up by the Medical Society of New
York State.
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~~THE TCEY ROLE OF TABOR IN EMPLOYEE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAMS"

(For labor union leaders, as well as rank-and-file members)
Written for union people, this pamphlet should also be read by management in business and industry in order that the latter realize that there must
be union cooperation in any company alcoholism program, if it is to be
effective, The significant contributions made by labor unions to successful
company alcoholism programs are outlined and opinions of several top-rank
labor leaders are included.
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